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PBEPACE

The California Wine Industry Oral History Series, a
project of the Regional Oral History Office, vreis Initiated
In 1969 t the year noted as the bicentenary of continuous
wine making In this state. It was undertaken through the
action and with the financing of the Wine Advisory Board,
and under the direction of University of California faculty
and staff advisors at Berkeley and Davis.

The purpose of the series Is to record and preserve
Information on California grape growing and wine making that
has existed only In the memories of wine men. In some cases
their recollections go back to the early years of this
century, before Prohibition. These recollections are of
particular value because the Prohibition period saw the
disruption of not only the Industry Itself but also the
orderly recording and preservation of records of Its
activities. Little has been written about the Industry from
late In the last century until Repeal. There Is a real
paucity of Information on the Prohibition years (1920-1933),
although some wine making did continue iinder supervision of
the Prohibition Department. The material In this series on
that period, as well as the discussion of the remarkable
development of the wine Industry In subsequent years (as
yet treated analytically In few writings) will be of aid to
historians. Of particular value is the fact that frequently
several individuals have discussed the same subjects and
events or expressed opinions on the same ideas, each from
his own point of view.

Research underlying the interviews has been conducted
principally in the University libraries at Berkeley and
Davis, the California State Library, and in the library of
the Wine Institute, which has made its collection of In
many cases unique materials readily available for the
purpose.

Three master indices for the entire series are being
prepared, one of geneiral subjects, one of wines, one of
grapes by variety. "Hiese will be available to researchers
at the conclusion of the series in the Regional Oral History
Office and at the library of the Wine Institute.
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INTRODUCTION

Maynard Joslyn gave four interviews to Ruth Teiser, two in 1969,

two in 1973. The transcripts confirm what I had long known, that

Maynard has virtually total recall for events many of which occurred

over 45 years ago. His answers are invariably forthright; there is

never any hedging or uncertainty.

What is not so evident is the extraordinarily wide range of his

interests. Time and again, he showed that he knew the literature

background of a proposed research project more thoroughly than the

individual to whom it had been assigned. He was truly an omnivorous

reader, always ready to share his knowledge and generous with his help.

I was appointed to the staff immediately after Professor Bioletti's

retirement (p 18) but delayed joining for six months to complete an

assignment on chlorophyll degradation during the processing of leafy

vegetables. This too was a topic on which Joslyn was well-informed, the

subject of subsequent collaboration between us. I was only marginally
involved in the work on wine, but I received material help from him

when I isolated the pigments of the red Alicante Bouschet from different

areas in the State.

He touches lightly upon differences of opinion between the two

campuses (p 26). These were real, and probably inevitable. It was

exciting to be in Berkeley in those days. Residues from our glass
stills were sought for deuterium-enriched water; then there was the

impact of the cyclotron. No student on the Berkeley campus could be

entirely immune to what was going on and it probably went to our heads.

By contrast, we felt that the more conservative Davis campus lacked

glamor. The peculiar administrative setup of the College contributed

to all this. Within a somewhat anomalous "Department of Agriculture"
the College was organized into Divisions, and Division Heads tended to

maintain a rigid hierarchy not only at Davis, but to a lesser extent

and generally less effectively, at Berkeley. (As might be expected,

some Heads were very much more equal than others.) Consequently in

addition to a no doubt unjustifiable Big Brother complex of the larger

campus, there were personality clashes. I refer of course only to the

period prior to World War II. Dean Hutchison wisely forestalled further

erosion (p 89) by his selection of the two Maynards (Joslyn and Amerine)

to reconcile differences of opinion in this area, which led to their

publications on table wines, dessert wines and brandies, rightly termed

classics.

These interviews portray vividly the contributions of Maynard

Joslyn to the wine industry. This is the result of the fact, in his

own words (p 90) that he "was primarily interested in doing creative

scholarly work in the field," and this was not limited to wine.

He made important contributions to our knowledge of pectins,

(the polyuronides responsible for gel formation in jams and jellies);

he and George Marsh did much work on the then unknown reducing factor
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of vegetables, later shown to be vitamin C.

Joslyn also made an impressive start on the darkening of dried

fruits (the Maillard reaction), and he generously turned over his

findings to the writer.

He would, I think, have been very much at home, in eighteenth
century France during the Enlightenment in the Age of Reason.

"Nihil quod tetigit non ornavitjrnavu."

n. Markinnpv iMackinney
Professor of Food Technology, Emeritus

A.k.lVc<

July 16, 1974

Berkeley





INTERVIEW HISTORY

Professor Joslyn's contributions to the Regional Oral History-

Office interview series on the California wine industry began while

the concept was being formulated. In I967 he agreed to a request by
Willa Baum to seiwe as a key consultant in the general planning.

Subsequently, on several occasions he contributed technical and his-

torical information in response to inquiries by the project director.

Following Professor Joslyn's consent to becoming one of the

series interviewees himself, two initial interview sessions were

held on May 2 and June 3, I969. That the two final sessions were

delayed until April 17 and June 28, 1973, was due in part to the

desire of the interviewer to include in them discussion of subjects
which were arising in other interviews, in part to Dr. Joslyn's periods
of ill health and his absences from Berkeley doing work that is men-

tioned in the interview. He had become Professor Bneritus in the

Department of Nutritional Sciences in July 1972.

The first three sessions were held in Professor Joslyn's office

in the Department of Nutritional Sciences on the Berkeley campus, the

fourth in the library of his home near the campus.

The transcripts of the first two sessions were very slightly
edited by the interviewer, and were sent to Professor Joslyn on

April 11, 1973, to read over before the next session. The transcripts
of the third and fourth sessions, also only slightly edited by the

interviewer, were sent to him on September 6, 1973. All were returned

before the end of that month, meticvilously edited by Professor Joslyn,
with a few changes in wording, brief additions for clarification, and

a few deletions.

The final typescript was also reviewed briefly by Dr. Joslyn;
he made a few additional changes, and it was proofread in full by Mrs.

Power of the Department of Nutritional Sciences.

The interview covers many aspects of the California wine industry
from the 1920s onward, some of which were participated in by Professor

Joslyn and others which came under his keen observation. Further

aspects of his career are touched upon less fully. The remarkable

range of his interests, accomplishments, activities, and professional
honors is indicated in the Curricvilum Vitae.

Ruth Teiser
Interviewer-Editor

19 August 197*+

Regional Orsil History Office
U86 The Bancroft Library
University of California at Berkeley





(Interview #1 - May 2, I969)

INITIAL INTEREST IN WINE

Telser: I would like to ask you how you first became
interested in wine production in California. As
a student, was it?

Joslyn: I came into contact with Pood Science and Enology
actually in 1926. I was then a senior in the College
of Chemistry, and one of my classmates told me about
the Fruit Products Laboratory in Hilgard Hall. So,
being interested, I came to Interview Mr. Cruess*— it
was before he got his doctor's degree at Stsuiford—
about positions and possibilities in the field. Then
in January 1927, after I had graduated from the College
of Chemistry, I started to work in the Fruit Products

Laboratory.** Professor [Frederic T.] Bloletti was
then chalrmsin of the Division of Viticulture and Fruit
Products. Bloletti was one of the very early enologists
who was hired by [Eiigene W. ] Hilgard, and so we had
some very interesting conversations about the beginnings
of the University Involvement in wine work.

My own introduction to wine work actually came

through my need to develop knowledge in bacteriology,
because I began to do graduate work in the department
for a master's degree without having had any courses
in biology or microbiology. Even though I passed a

comprehensive written examination in microbiology, I

decided to learn more about microbiology by working on
a problem in this field. So I began to investigate
yeasts occurring In pickle brines, and took over the

storage and handling of the yeast collection that
Cruess had inherited from Bloletti. We distributed

*Wllliam Vere Cruess

For additional material on Professor Joslyn' s early
career, see Tpv* 96-97*





Joslyn: yeast starters to all of the wineries that were
licensed to produce sacramental wines In the United
States.

Telser: Had they not their own pure strains?

Joslyn: No, they didn't have their own ptire strains.
Historically the University of California, since
Hllgard's time, distributed cultures of
pure yeast to the wineries In California. These
cultures actually were obtained from Prance. They
came from Professor Paul Pacottet's collection from
Bordeaux.

Telser: How often was such a distribution made?

Joslyn: Every vintage season we sent out cultures. At that
time the only known way of sending out these cultures
was as nutrient agar slants. The wineries also had
to have directions on how to Increase the culture and
propagate it for use in the winery.

Telser: The only way they were sent was what ?

Joslyn: On the agar slants. These are solid, nutrient meditun
slants. Today, wine yeast is used either in the form
of active dry yeast or in the form of frozen compressed
yeast, so that it can be added directly to the
fermenters without having to be built up prior to
use in the process of fermentation. The use of pure
yeasts was essential in the California wine practice
because our grapes have few desirable yeasts and are
largely contaminated with undesirable organisms. The
natural xincontrolled fermentation would result in

production of sour wines or wines of very poor quality,
so that we have to start the fermentation with pure
yeast.

Telser: Still every vintage season?

Joslyn: Yes.

Telser: Does the University continue to distribute pure yeasts?

Joslyn: No. Right after the repeal of the Eighteenth Amendment,
George L. Marsh and I began to prepare and distribute
these cultures in much larger quantities. We established





Joslyn: the Berkeley Yeast Laboratory, i«hlch operated from
George Marsh's home. We prepared the cultures on
our own time in the evening. Because of the possi-
bility that we would be criticized, Mr. W.V. Cruess
decided that this activity should stop. So I turned
over the Berkeley Yeast Laboratory to a former
student of ours, who operated it for many years and
developed other services. He sold the Berkeley Yeast
Laboratory to another firm, Scott Laboratories of

Richmond, but continued working as an independent
consultant.

Teiser: What is his nsune?

Joslyn: Julius Pessler.

THE PROHIBITION PERIOD

Joslyn: As a resxilt of my earlj contacts with the legitimate
wineries in California and elsewhere in the United
States, I also came into contact with inferences of

illegitimate uses. While the legitimate production of
wine could be documented by data from the Alcohol and
Tobacco Tax Division of the U.S. Bureau of Internal
Revenue, the implied illegitimate outlets were based
on hearsay. There were allegations that some wineries
in California were nominally under the control of the
Al Capone Interests. Naturally this could not be
proven.

Also during Prohibition there were large ship-
ments of grape Juice concentrate, and dried concentrated
grape products like Vino Sano bricks, for home wine
making. What had happened to grape production and
utilization during Prohibition was most unexpected and
very interesting. When the Prohibition amendment was

passed, quite a large number of growers of wine grapes
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Josljm: In California saw this as the doom to their activities,
so they began to pull out their wine grapes, planning
to either replace them with raisin and table grapes
or go out of the grape growing business altogether.
They did not foresee the tremendous Increase In home
wine making, which actually resulted in the production
and sale of California wine grapes at prices that were
far higher than those they received before from
commercial wineries. This development of use of grapes
for home wine making has had a tremendous Influence on
California wine practices. One of these very early
influences had been the replacement of the better wine
varieties with grapes that could be stretched in the
home—because the small Italian family that bought a
lug box of grapes actually stretched these by the
addition of water and sugar to obtain as large as
possible a yield of wine from a given quantity of
grapes. They wanted grapes that looked good, and
that would have enough color to stretch.

Teiser: What varieties were best for them?

Joslynt Alicante Bouschet, Petite Slrah, and other red grapes
were introduced and replaced many of the others like
Cabernet Sauvignon, Plnot nolr, et cetera. Then,
when the legitimate wine making was initiated, we had

' the problem of coping with the use of Alicante Bouschet
in [commercial] wine making, because the Alicante
Bouschet, particularly when grown in the Sacramento
and San Joaquin Valleys, is a very poor wine grape.
And we still have it in some areas. Varieties like
Carlgnane and Petite Slrah, because these ship well
and look beautiful, were used. And there was more
emphasis upon red wines because the Italians were
predominantly red wine consumers. Since most of the
home-made wine was made in the Italian sectors in
Chicago and New York, Philadelphia, Boston, and
elsewhere, there was a demand for more red wine than
white wine.

Teiser: Was there a factor of transportation there too?

Joslyni Yes.

Teiser J And did these varieties that you named ship well?

Joslyn: Yes. Alicante Bouschet was one of those that shipped





Joslyn: well. The two select wine varieties mentioned
previously had a very tender skin and didn't ship
well; and they did not store well. Those actually
were replaced by the less desirable varieties. So
that initially many growers made the mistake of
getting out of wine grape growing too early, and
they lost as a result. Those who remained profited
during the first few years, until another very
interesting situation developed, and that was the
disorderly marketing of California grapes, because
there was no organized shipping and marketing- As
a result, some areas would be oversupplied with
grapes at any given time, so that the market would
be depressed.

This eventually led to the formation of the
California Vineyardists Association; this was the
precursor of the Wine Institute. The California
Vineyardists Association was headed by a manager who
was brought in from American Express, Donald Conn.
Donald Conn brotight in Harry Caddow as his assistant,
and Harry later became the manager of Wine Institute.
Conn organized the carload shipment of grapes to the
various areas; and by obtaining better information
quickly on whether a given market was oversupplied
at a given time, so that railroad cars would be
re-routed—from going to Chicago they would be sent
to Philadelphia or New York— created a more orderly
market.

The California Vineyardists Association also
began to be concerned with the development of new
uses for and outlets for grapes. These included
investigations of the possibility of producing a

grape Juice from California grown grapes to compete
with Welch's grape Juice, which is highly established
in the United States, and grape Jellies and all types
of grape products, grape honeys, and wine tonics,
because under the existing regulations it was possible
to distribute wines fortified with added iron and beef
extract and various other therapeutic dodges.* So

For further discussion of the California Vineyardists
Association, see pp. 31-33*





Joslyn: there was emphasis upon the preparation of a wine
tonic that not only was of medicinal value but tasted
as much as possible like wine, because this could then
be consumed by the habitual alcoholics and so provide
for increased revenue. And so we were involved very
early in the investigation of new methods of preparing
grape products and new outlets for grape products.
We investigated the possibility of using grapes in
the confectionary industry and the candy Industry and
even in the brewing Industry, because there was a
possibility that grape Juice could be used in place
of starch additive in the preparation of near-beer.

Teiser: I've seen an ad for some grape product during that
period for use in baking by commercial bakers. What
was that?

Joslyn:

Teiser:

Joslyn:

Teiser:

Yes, we had raisin syrup and also grape syruo (actually
concentrates ) .

The syrup must have been it.

baking?
How was that used in

Well, this was added both as a sweetening agent and
also as a yeast Improver. It improved the leavening
properties of yeast during the preparation of the
dough.

I have seen also a Prohibition period ad for grape
Juice by the keg. I believe they would come to your
home and bottle it for you.

Joslyn: They would do several things. First of all, there was
a fairly extensive production of concentrate.

Teiser: How was that used?

Joslyn: This concentrate originally was ostensibly produced
for possible use in beverages and particularly in
baking, but little grape concentrate was successfully
and economically marketed for bakery use. Most of It
was used for wine making, because it was foxind that
a wine produced from reconstituted concentrate was
more mellow, aged out faster than the fresh grape
Juice. So what was necessary was to provide instructions





Joslyn: to the possible user of concentrate, because he had
to be told how to dilute It, how much water to add
to a barrel of the concentrate, and he was supplied
with yeast. And this was done by the Prult Industries
association, who distributed Tokay yeast and concen-
trate. They had representatives at all of the grape
markets In the areas like Chicago, Philadelphia,
Boston, New York, New Orleans, et cetera, where a

prospective purchaser of a barrel of concentrate or
a keg of concentrate was given directions on how to
make this Into a palatable wine at home— Just as the
brewers Indirectly were Involved In the production
of malt syrup, which was sold for the preparation of
home brew. You could buy several cans of malt syrup,
add water and yeast and hops, and produce a beer at
home. An organization like the Pabst Breweries was
producing a malt syrup, which was used for home beer
production.

Telser: This ad that I saw Indicated that they would simply
bring you a barrel of grape Juice.

Joslyn: There are two aspects of this. First at the large
marketing centers, a person could buy so many pounds
or tons of grapes and have these grapes crushed and
pressed. These grapes were pressed out Into Juice,
which was poured Into a barrel or keg and then
delivered to the home of the person where It was to
be made Into wine. The prospective home wlnemaker
was advised on how to conduct the fermentation.
Naturally the agents of the Bureau of Internal Revenue
were always on the alert about these central wine
grape crushing stations. Usually they were located
In the railroad yards, because Just as the grapes
were coming In, Interested home wlnemakers would come
and they would buy two or three or four or five or
six lug boxes of grapes. These grapes were crushed
and filled Into barrels, delivered by truck to the
home, and In some cases they would be even supplied with
yeast. They were told what to do to prevent fermentation.

The second aspect was the distribution of grape
bricks like the Vln Sano bricks. The purchaser was
warned In red letter label declarations not to add
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Joslyn: water, sulfite, yeast, et cetera, and In blaok letters
what to do to prepare grape Juice. By following the
"don't" Instructions a wine could be prepared, and the
distributor of the product actually had advisors to

larger purchasers on proper control of fermentation
and handling of resulting wine.

The Vino Sano brick was prepared by mixing
grace concentrate—together with a pomace—to form a
small brick that was very carefully wrapped. If you
followed the Instructions In red you could make a
palatable wine. One brick actually made a gallon of
wine. You'd take It home, you added water and produced
a palatable wine from the result. There were quite a
nximber of firms that were engaged In making bricks.

Telser: Can you guess, from your observation, what percentage
of the home-made wine went Into commercial channels?

Joslyn: That Is very difficult to guess, largely because the
distribution of grapes for home wine making and the
distribution of grape products, the freshly pressed
Juice and the sulphlted Juice and concentrate, was
controlled by specialized Interests. I would guess
that a considerable amount of It went Into commercial
use, but have no data to document this guess.

Telser: What was the channel through which It eventually got
Into the hands of bootleggers?

Joslyn: The wine ostensibly made In the home for personal use
would find Its way to the speakeasies and restaurants
where one could obtain It.

Telser: Did the Capone organization, for Instance, have people
who went to the homes euid gathered It, or was It a
more Informal system of distribution?

Joslyn: There Is no reliable evidence on this point,
largely hearsay.

It was

There were In California several licensed
producers of sacramental or altar wines such as
Concannon at Llvermore, Novitiate at Los Gatos, and
Christian Brothers [at Martinez and Mont La Salle].





Joslyn: There were also producers of wine and brandy for
ritual use by observant Jewish Individuals. In

addition, there were wineries that were reputed to
be operating Illegitimately, but, as noted, this

operation could not be proven.

There were several wineries In the Cucamonga
Valley, because of availability of the tremendous
Guastl vineyards. Don't forget that the Guastl
vineyards at one time were the largest vineyards In
the world owned by one family.

Telser: Did some of their wine or grape Juice go Into
commercial use?

Joslyn: Yes. And there was Garrett & Company, the traditional
distributors of Virginia Dare, which was supposed to
be a wine made only from the Virginia grown grapes
but actually was a wine produced from California grape
concentrate with some Scuppernong grapes.

There were many home wine making activities. And
at one time S.W. Shear estimated that more home-made
wine was consumed in the East Just shortly after the
Repeal of the Eighteenth Amendment than commercially
made table wine Just before Prohibition. And there
still is some home-made wine being produced.

It is interesting that home wine making now is

very cherished and very popular in Britain. There
are clubs vrtiere people exchange information on recipes
for home-made wines, and wines are being made from
fruits and vegetables and plants that were not usual
in making wine. People exchange recipes for thistle
wine, dandelion wine, and parsnip wine, and I even
attended tastings of parsnip and horseradish wine in

England very recently. These tastings are very popular.
There are clubs of connoisseurs of home-made wine, and

people vie with each other in making a more exotic or
a more sound wine. And so there is a need for informa-
tion in this field.

Telser: There must be increasing popularity here too.

Joslyn: Because the retail prices for wines are increasing.
The difficulty in the United States particularly, and
throughout the world today, is the escalating labor
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Joslyi: cost, and this has resulted In an Increased container

cost, an Increased handling cost, and an Increased
wine cost.

Along with It, until very recently, there has
been the complete cessation of bulk distribution of
wine. In 193^, we In California were able to buy
wine from the barrel In a wine store. You could take

your own Jug and get wine. This In the 19^0s was
no longer possible, but now Is becoming available.
If you buy wine that Is bottled, even If you buy It

In the half gallon or gallons. It Is fairly expensive.
By judicious manipulations, one can make wine In the
home for about half the price. And what Is even more
Is that you have the fascination of making It yourself
and watching It, developing It, and In drinking the
wine that you made.

DIFFERING TASTES IN WINES

Telser: The trends In public taste for wine must have shifted
twice, I suppose, at least. In your experience.

Joslyn: Oh, several times.

Telser: How have they gone? When you first became acquainted
with the wine Industry, what types of wines were
drunk mainly?

Joslyn: Well, the first wine beverage that was actually
marketed In California and In the United States was
the 3.2 per cent, because the first change that was
made In the Volstead Act was the legalization of the
distribution of 3.2 per cent alcoholic beverages on
the basis that a beverage containing J. 2 per cent of
alcohol by weight was not Intoxicating. That Is,
because of limited stomach capacity you couldn't
Imbibe enough of this to get drunk. So this resulted
In the wide distribution of the 3.2 per cent beers,
and also of the '}.?. per cent wines.

Telser: How were the wines prepared and stabilized?
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Joslyn: What we did was to take an ordinary table wine of
12 or 13 per cent alcohol and dilute It with water
and sweeten It and carbonate It and produced a
sparkling J. 2 per cent wine that would be similar
to the 3*2 per cent beer.* And one of the largest
distributors of beverages in the West, Mission Dry,
actually began the distribution of these wines In
1933- George Marsh and I actually prepared the first
blend for them, and the Interesting thing Is that we
found that a slightly sour wine, which today would
not be marketable because It would be Illegal in
California, actually made a more palatable diluted
beverage than a sound wine. The big difficulty was
that the Mission Dry Corporation spent so much money
on the container— It was a dark bottle, beautifully
labelled --so the product was sold at too high a price.
And the first rush of people buying the ^ per cent by
volime beer, which Is J. 2 per cent by weight, could
get this beer more cheaply, so they wouldn't buy the
wine.

Teiser:

Joslyn:

And then, shortly after that, the Eighteenth
Amendment was repealed, so that these low alcohol
wines actually disappeared.** They are coming back
again, because there has always been an Interest in
a carbonated wine beverage In the United States. And
it was only the legal restrictions on the production
and marketing of such a product that militated against
its distribution, because the producer of a carbonated
wine has to pay a much higher tax than on still wine.
This isn't true of beer. A beer, though it is bottled
with carbon dioxide gas and is carbonated, on a per
gallon basis actually pays a smaller tax than wine.
A producer of champagne or sparkling or carbonated
wine pays the highest tax per gallon; actually it's
even higher on an alcohol basis than the tax on
distilled spirits like brandies and whiskeys.

Are there enough people Interested in this to warrant
legislative pressure about it?

Well, there has been some relaxation. The first
relaxation was in the allowance for partial carbonation

*The bottled wine usually was pasteurized. M.A.A.

**See also pp. 38, 39 and 52-53.
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Josljm: of wine. And this came about through the fact that
we were allowing the Import of crackling wines.
These are the lightly carbonated wines from Europe.
That's practically all of the white wines from the
Moselle Valley In Germany, and some of the Rhine

Valley wines. The white wines produced In Switzerland
are bottled with the residual carbon dioxide content.
This Is derived largely from a secondary malo-lactlc
acid fermentation, but as the consumer gets them
they have the taste of carbon dioxide In the mouth.
These were being imported either under the category
of dry table wines or crackling wines. We are now
allowed to produce similar wines In California, and
these are being marketed. These are wines that are
partially sweetened, lightly carbonated so that they
are fruitier, more effervescent, and they are useful
In Introducing new wine consiuners to wine, and
allow for more competition with beer. These highly
effervescent wines are popular largely because the
American palate over the years has been trained to
a consumption of carbonated beverages. The carbonated
beverage consumption Is the largest of all drinks.

Teiser: Does Mr. Martini's Moscato fall under this?

Joslyn: No. The Moscato Amabile is a special category. The
Moscato Amabile actually was Introducted by Louis M.
Martini to simulate the very famous Asti Spumante of
Italy. The Asti Spumante of Italy is a muscat flavored
champagne, and so he produced a similar wine here.

Teiser: Is it considered a champagne, or is it considered a
light wine?

Joslyn: No, it*s considered a light carbonated wine. And
because in his case it was not stabilized like the
Asti Spiimante, it has to be very carefully handled.
And so he doesn't distribute it very widely, because
this is sold only to those constuners who know enough
to keep it refrigerated and to drink it fresh.

Now, one of the traditional European customs is
the drinking of a fresh, partly fermented wine in
Switzerland, in Germany, and in Austria. This is
called the "heurlger.

" In vintage season abroad
everybody celebrates, they go out and buy the
fermenting grape musts and drink them. It's a very
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Joslyn: pleasant new wine and actually In some respects Is
more healthful than the ifine Itself or the grape
Juice, because you have all of the yeast solids as
well as the grape solids. The only thing that we
have that compares with It Is the farm-made, partly
fermented cider. Vfhen apples are crushed and pressed
In fall, the freshly pressed elder has a very objec-
tionable rack and press cloth taste. But If this Is
allowed to ferment, then during the Initial fermentation
the objectionable flavor disappears suid the result Is
a very sprightly, very fruity drink, which people drink
as they get It on a farm.

Telser: We have no wines of that kind?

Joslyn: We don't have any wines of that kind.

Telser: Are there legal restrictions that would prevent
bottling them?

Joslyn: Yes. They'd have to be reclassified, and there's a

question as to whether this would require rectification
or not. If It does, the taxes on rectified wine are
much higher than any other of the alcoholic taxes,
and would make this wine prohibitively expensive.

Telser: To go back to other shifts In taste that you have
witnessed, there has been one from dry to sweet to

dry, hasn't there?

Joslyn: Well, you see, this shift hasn't completely been
consummated, because there are still many non-wine
drinkers In the United States. Non-wine drinkers
actually, when they first taste wine, object to a

completely dry wine, so that If they are offered a
sweeter wine they go from the sweeter wine to a drier
wine. Some of them Just stay at a sweeter wine basis.

Actually today we are coming back to the marketing
of sweet red wines, because this used to be the fad
from the early days when a table wine would be blended
with port. Port would give a little sweetness to the
table wine, and this blended product actually was

quite palatable. Many of the famous foreign wines
have a fairly high residual sugar content. Some
varieties actually require a high residual sugar
content in order to maintain their frultiness. One
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Joslyn: of these Is Chenln blano. The first really palatable
Chenln blanc wine was marketed at a fairly high
residual sugar content, almost close to 3 per cent,
and gave a wine that was very fruity and very accept-
able. This is still being marketed.

Teiser: It's a delicious wine, and I never knew what to serve
it with because it*s so sweet.

Joslyn: Well, theoretically you're supposed to serve it with
fish. People like it.

Teiser: During Prohibition, when there was so much home wine
making, were there more dry wines or sweet wines made?

Joslyn: In the home the wines by and large were sweet, because
the home winemaker didn't control his fermentation,
and very rarely was sugar actually weighed out, so
that I think in many cases more sugar was added than
was necessary. And then in order to stretch the wine,
to which water as well as sugar was added, you added
a little more sugar.

Teiser: But these were not fortified?

Joslyn: Those that were bootleg were fortified, because they
had access to spirits.

Teiser: What did they put with them, neutral spirits?

Joslyn: Neutral spirits.

Teiser: Where did they get those?

Joslyn: Where they got the spirits for the production of gin.
The most widely distributed distilled spirits during
Prohibition was gin, and people still remember the
so-called bathtub gin, because this was alcohol that
was merely flavored with Juniper oil, ginger and other
herbs. The only product that was not sophisticated
during the bootlegging days was rum, because it didn't

pay to produce from alcohol a rum-like beverage in
the United States. It was cheaper to smuggle in rum
from the islands (West Indies), and this actually was

done, so that if you were on the East coast you could

get Bacardi rum that was Just as good during as before
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Joslyn: Prohibition. And whiskey was smuggled In from
Canada in cans. This was a very interesting develop-
ment of the Continental Can Company. That is, in
order to guarantee a prospective buyer that the
whiskey was not tampered with, the bottle of Canadian
whiskey was placed in the can and the can was sealed.
And when you bought it you opened the can so that
you had the impression at least that it wasn't
tampered with. But this also was controlled by
bootlegging interests.

Teiser: You mean they opened the can and...

Joslyn: ...took out the bottle. And it was easier to smuggle
the canned whiskey in, because the traditional practice
was for persons to come to the United States by night
train. Now, at night time the inspection is not
thorough, and no customs Inspector would ever have the

courage of looking into a berth occupied by a lady
to see whether she had two or three cans of whiskey
with her. This was Just not done.

Teiser: The fortified wines that were sold through illegal
channels. . .

Joslyn: Were sherries and ports, and these were fortified with
neutral spirits that were produced from grain or
potato.

Teiser: And they were what you got at speakeasies, I suppose?

Joslyn: Yes.

Teiser: Were they actually high alcohol content?

Joslyn: Those I tasted were up to 20 per cent
alcohol.

Teiser: The Italian families were not used to a very sweet
wine though, were they, for their own table wines?

Joslyn: Well, some of the red wines of northern Italy are
sweet. And when the grapes are diluted with water
the acidity drops, so that they have a higher
alcohol /acid ratio, so they would be not as tart as
the other wines would be. And now we also know that
most of the wines that are bottled today undergo a
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Joslyri: secondary malo-laotlc fermentation, which occurs In
both red and white wines, and this results in a

reduction in acidity and a chansje in flavor. So one
cannot generalize.

The impression I had in tasting home-made wines
In California—because during 1933-3^ we visited
every one of the 650 wineries that started operating,
and wherever we went the wlnemaker would invite us
to his home and would pull out a barrel of his wine
that he had made—my impression was that by and large
these wines were spoiled. I've never tasted so many
mousy, toumed wines as we did at these homes, but
the producer cherished these because these were made
with his own hands. And we had to be polite, so we
drank them with him. And he would pour big glasses I

Telser: I've Just been in Italy and Prance where people pour
bottled mineral waters into their wines. Doesn't It

change the flavor completely?

Joslyn: No. Actually it was a common practice in California
too during the hot summer days to drink a wine
diluted with carbonated water, and this is also a
traditional Jewish practice. This is what is called
"spritz yayin." "Spritz" is carbonated, and "yayln"
is wine in Hebrew.

Telser: The mineral taste of the waters I should think would
chsuige the flavor.

Joslyn: Not necessarily. You don't use mineral spring water
for this; you can use ordinary soda water that has

very few minerals added.

THE POST-REPEAL INDUSTRY AND THE UNIVERSITY

Telser: I would like to have some detail of your experiences
in visiting the wineries at the time of Repeal and

your part in getting them started again.

Joslyn: In 193^-35* when wine making began anew, there was a

very feverish activity in reviving old abandoned
wineries and in constructing new. We actually had a
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Joslyn: large number of very small wineries operating in
California. This was before the advent of the
behemoths, like the Modesto Gallo brothers, and the
Increase in size of the Italian Swiss and other
wineries in California.

Telser!

At the start of the [post-Repeal] wine making
industry in California, there were very few wineries
that had been operating during Prohibition, because
the demands for sacramental wines were very limited.
There were several in the Llvermore Valley and
Alameda County and elsewhere, and in Fresno, that
were producing wines for the Catholic clergy. There
were some that were producing wines for the Jewish
congregations, because both were allowed to obtain
wines. It was insinuated that some of the sacramental
wines produced for the use during mass in the Catholic
Church actually went into other channels, and during
the Prohibition Era the niomber of members of the
Jewish congregations fluctuated because many of the
others became Jewish because they had access to wine
in this way.

There was some hijacking of both of those, wasn't
there?

Josljrn: Yes, there was. But you see, on the whole the con-
sumption was fairly small, so that the ntimber of
wineries that were legitimately operating were very
few— Just as there were even fewer distilleries
producing whiskey for medicinal use. So that when
Prohibition was repealed there were many abandoned
wineries that had not been operated that were being
brought into use. There was a need to rebuild winery
premises, and there was a need to re-train winemakers,
because the supply of wlnemakers was limited to those
that had been operating legitimately or illegitimately
during Prohibition and those who had carried over
from 1918 to 193^, and there were very few of these.
Most of them were newcomers.

Because of short supply of experienced wlnemakers
some bootleggers were able to persuade legitimate
operators to hire them. Several of these wlnemakers
at first spoiled much wine.
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Joslyn: Also at this time there was a very feverish
reconversion of grape products plants into wineries,
because as I told you Just before the repeal of the
Eighteenth Amendment the California Vlneyardlsts
Association and others began to promote the production
of grape Juice and other products, and there were
several firms producing concentrate that had excellent
facilities. And there was the famous Shewan-Jones
firm In Lodl producing grape Juice which was actually
not even marketed. So these premises were being
converted Into winery premises, and other premises
were being built.

We had the problem of training the wlnemakers
to use such grapes as were available In the best way
possible. In 1935 » with the retirement of P.T. Blolettl,
the Division of Viticulture and Fruit Products was
abolished and two new divisions created: the Division
of Viticulture at Davis under the chairmanship of
Professor [Albert J.] Winkler, and the Division of
Prult Products under Professor W.V. Cruess at Berkeley.
(In 19^5 the latter was renamed Division of Pood
Technology. )

While the Division of Viticulture at Davis had
expertise In grape growing, they had no one who
actually was trained In or even Interested In wine
making. And of the old enologlsts, only [Edmund H.]
Twlght was still active. Blolettl had died. Cruess
and [Prledrlck C] Plossfeder were alive. So Cruess
was the only knowledgeable faculty member of the
University of California who had actual practical
pilot-plant wine making experience. And so he
organized a training program that took him and the
younger members of his staff (particularly myself,
E.M. Mrak, L.G. Saywell, and G.L. Marsh) through every
wine making or possible wine making area of California.*
We came at a time when buildings were being constructed,
wine tanks assembled. A lot of the fermentations
actually occurred in the open. The fermentations were

See also William V. Cruess, A Half Century in Food
and Wine Technology , a Regional Oral History Office
interview completed in 196?.
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Joslyn: allowed to begin actually two months before the
Eighteenth Amendment was repealed, so that there
was wine making at the tail end of the season of
1933. And without our assistance, most of the wine
would have been spoiled. As it was, a lot of it was
spoiled because some of the old tanks were not
properly restored, and because of the dearth of
technically trained persons with information on the
proper practices of wine making.

Telser: How many of the people in the Industry carried over
from the earlier period?

Joslyn: Prom 1918, you mean?

Teiser: Yes.

Joslyn: Very few. Most of those that ceune in were smaller
growers with some experience in home wine making or
some experience in wine making as they understood it
from their home countries—like the elder [Louis M.]
Martini who was, during the Prohibition period when
I knew him, ostensibly a producer of concentrate and

grape products. In Italy he had some experience in
wine making, so that he was prepared to shift.*

The ssune is true of Bagnani, and Lucius Powers

[Sr.]. Powers was quite a figure in the California

Vineyardists Association, but unfortunately he was
killed right at the beginning of the new era. And his

son, the present Lucius Powers, was not too interested
in wine making.** He's actually engaged in persimmon
growing and not grape growing. This was also true of
the owner of the Inglenook Winery.*** He was killed, and
his son, the young [John] Daniel, took over from him.
So that there were some important figures that were
lost in accidents. There were very few that were
carried over, and those that were carried over were

quite old, like A.R. Morrow, who was an important

figure in the California Wine Association. Lee Jones
was involved in the Shewan-Jones operation at Lodi,
and there were several of the former students that

*See also Louis M. Martini, Wine Making in the Napa
Valley , an interview in this series completed in

1973.

**See also Lucius Powers, The Fresno Area and the Californis

Wine Industry , an interview in this series to be completed
in 197^.

***John Daniel, Sr.
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Joslyn: were trained by Cruess and Plossfeder, like Elmer
[M.] Brown of Lodl.

The one thing that became very apparent was
that while the California vintners of the pre-
Prohibition era knew something about the principles
of wine making, and knew which practices were
desirable and which were not, most of those that I

talked to actually felt that many of their practices
were secret. In other words, during the California
Wine Association days, a large wine producer like
Italian Swiss Colony had practiced the use of pure
wine yeast, cooling during fermentation, euid the use
of SO2. This information was not made available to
the smaller winemakers, and there was no free exchange--
and this in spite of the fact that the University of
California had wine and grape testing stations in
California and published bulletins and circulars on
wine making. Most people preferred to learn by their
own mistakes rather than to read about it, so that
all of the wealth of publications that was available
were not being used. And by and large, the dissemina-
tion of information on wine making practices which
exists today was not known prior to the passage of
the Volstead Act, and consequently there was no backlog
of trained personnel, and there was difficulty in
communications.

Now our Fruit Products division by necessity had
to be active in Extension as well as teaching and
research, because there was no Extension specialist
in Prult Products. Since, in the old days Crocheron*
did not feel that the utilization was an important
aspect of California agriculture, the Extension
specialists were trained largely exclusively in
production— in agronomy, pomology and olericulture,
and so on. It's been only in the last two decades
that we've had personnel trained in utilization both
at the home and farm level and at the commercial
level. Our department of Pood Science and Technology
at Davis now has four Extension specialists in food
processing, which was unheard of even fifteen years

B.H. Crocheron was director of Agricultural Extension
from 1919 to 19^8.
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Joslyn: ago and was definitely not known before. So that the
contact between the Industry and the University-
trained personnel came at the research level.

Viticulture had Extension specialists because
they were favored in being Involved In the production
of grapes. And so they, under their own Extension
service, had Extension viticulturallsts who worked
with the county farm advisors. We in Fruit Products
didn't, so that we had to re-establish that rapTDort.
We had to extend to the existing and potential wine-
makers the necessary basic information on the principles
of wine making.

Telser: Did they receive it gratefully?

Joslyn: Yes, they received it very gratefully, and I actually
was told even by many of the early persons of the
older vintage that one of the characteristics of the
post-Repeal period in California was the very wide
dissemination of information on sound practices of
wine majklng which the wlnemaker had never had. before.
And this was largely brought about through the regional
meetings in which Cruess and I and others were Involved.
We actually came Into contact with most winemakers.
We had very Interesting experiences.

There was even then in some areas interest in the
welfare of the grower. At St. Helena we met a Catholic
priest who felt that the grape growers were being
used by the larger wineries like Italian Swiss Colony,
and he felt that wine making should, as it was in his
area—he came from Alsace—be centered at the grower
level. So he personally organized the wine grape
growers in his community, invited Cruess and me to
talk to them, and we discussed wine making with the
growers as well as the others. And we were Instrumental
in initiation of grower-owned cooperative wineries at
Napa and in Sonoma and elsewhere.*

From Cucamonga Valley in the south clear to the
northern Napa and Sonoma Valley, we traveled and
observed the trials and tribulations of the new wine

See also op. 56-57«
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Joslyn: industry.* We were amazed at the large number of
Inept wlnemakers in the field, and these had to be
trained. Now at the same time we were also training
our students, so that our students actually formed
the elite corps around which the others developed.

It wasn't until later that the staff from
Viticulture were involved. First of all Professor
A. Winkler went abroad to see at first hand the wine
making as well as grape growing in Europe and
elsewhere. And then Winkler actually arranged for
the employment of Maynard Amerine, who was a recent
graduate in plant physiology. He was working then
on his Ph.D. thesis involving periodism—the effect
of light and day, diurnal variations, on the growing
of small plants, and he had no personal knowledge of

grapes or wine making. So to train him in the art
of appreciating wines and wine making when he was

employed, E.H. Twight, who had been the professor of

enology before Bioletti,*** was hired to live with
and to work with and to train and to influence
Amerine. Amerine also early went abroad and traveled
in the vlti cultural regions of the world.****

In the early days there was quite a competition
between Viticulture and the Division of Fruit Products
as it was established. The Viticulture staff stressed
the importance of the grape (variety, maturity, growing
condition, et cetera), and we stressed the importance
of a soxond, controlled fermentation, because we knew
that it would take several years before vineyards

*See also pp. 5^-55«

**See Albert J. Winkler, Vltlcultural Research at U.C.
Davis , 1921 to 1971 , an interview in this series

completed in 1973.

**See also p. ^44.

See also Maynard A. Amerine, The University of
California and the State's Wine Industry « an interview
in this series completed in 1972.
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Joslyn: could be replanted. And In the meantime vd.ne had to
be made, and It had to be made so that It would keep
and could be stored and sold at a price that would
bring a fair return to the grower and the wlnemaker.

COOPERAGE AND EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

Telser: Did you grapple with the problem of cooperage, which
I understand, was a serious one?

Joslyn: Yes. We had the problem of dealing with the cleaning
and re-use of old cooperage, because there were then
In California many wineries that had been abandoned.
They were In Santa Rosa and In Modesto, the San Joaquin
Valley, and particularly In Napa and Sonoma Valley.
In some Instances the tanks were actually full of
wine, and the wine was allowed to remain untreated.
Some were unspoiled.

In fact, we had a very Interesting experience In
19 3^^* because a lady from Santa Rosa brought In a

sample of beautiful tawny port. She had Inherited a
winery, and In this winery there were several large
storage casks that had not been even looked at, so
that during the eighteen years that had elapsed, some
evaporation had occurred as well as oxidation, so
that Instead of a red port of 20 per cent alcohol
content she had brought a wine that was a beautiful
yellowish brown In color of 17 per cent alcohol that
was the smoothest, the most mellow thing I had ever
tasted. And she told me that a vintner had offered
her a very small price for this wine, because he said
this could not be sold as a wine because it didn't
meet the federal specifications, and he would have to
blend it. And I told her it would, be a pity to do
that and encouraged her to sell it herself. In fact,
George Marsh and I bought five gallons each. President
[Robert Gj Sproul bought quite a lot. And she even
managed to sell it at several times what she*d have
gotten for it from the vintner. And that wine to my
taste even today is one of the most pleasant California
wines I*ve ever had.
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Joslyn: We also had bottled wines that had been left
stored for almost two decades (e.g., Jordan winery).
Some of It was too old, and some of It was quite
nice to drink.

And we had to deal with contaminated cooperage
at several wineries. The wlnemakers that came In didn't
know how to take care of this cooperage, so that a lot
of the new wine was spoiled by being placed in old,
uncleaned cooperage. And a lot of the new cooperage
was infected by mishandling and mistreatment of wines.
Cooperage was quite a problem. We had to develop
techniques of handling it.

And then there was the problem of cask borers,
because in order to crush grapes to make wine many
of the fermenters were built without being enclosed
in the fermenting cellar. Many of the storage tanks
were outside, and the cask borer was attracted by the
light and attacked these tanks, so that every now and
then you'd see twenty- or thirty-thousand-gallon
redwood vats starting to leak from little holes in
the bottom.

We also had the problem of bottles, and the
problem of bottling, because very little equipment
was available. There even were very few crushers
that were available. The initial equipment either
had to be Imported from abroad or rapidly made here.
The Healdsburg Machine shop [Company] started making
copies of Italian and French equipment. The Valley
Foundry & Machine Works at Fresno started operating,
but they were still largely untrained in the
production Itself. And along with that was the
problem of renovating stills, the construction of new
stills, because you had to make fortification brandy
for the ports and the other dessert wines.

And there was a problem of deciding what dessert
wine to make in what quantity, because there was no
way of measuring the potential demand for wines, so
that there was a question as to what proportion of
the dessert wine should be sherry or port, muscatel,
angelica, and so on and so forth. And there was also
the problem of aging the wines, because small cooperage
was very scarce.
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Joslyn: Then came the Introduction of the concrete
fermenters ; many concrete storage tanks were
built. Some of these were very poorly reinforced,
and they cracked open. And some of the concrete
tanks were not properly cre-treated so that the wine
was spoiled by coming in contact with the raw cement
surfaces, so that there was a pickup of calcltun and
of iron. And so we dealt with the various "casses"
that would cause deposits in the wine. These were
aggravated by the use of contaminated filtering
materials, the improper use of filters, and the

Improper use of other equipment.

Also there was the improper distribution even of

laboratory equipment, because many companies foresaw
the increase in the number of personnel that would be
hired to control wine making. And the manufacturers
of microscopes sold not only microscopes but they
also sold wineries refractometers on the supposition
that these could be used to control the fermentation,
because these measured sugar content. But they didn't
realize that these were affected by the alcohol so
that the refractive index could not be used as a
measure of fermentation. Many wineries bought
expensive equipment that they couldn't use in the
laboratories, and that they felt would dress up these
laboratories.

THE UNIVERSITY AND THE FEDERAL BANKS

Joslyn: There were untrained personnel being hired from our
private colleges, our state colleges, pre-medical
students that had no experience in wine and didn't
even know what type of equipment to buy—so that we
established training programs not only in making wine
and finishing wines and bottling wines but also In the

analysis and examination of wines.

Teiser: Did you do some laboratory work at the University on
any of these problems?

Joslyn: Yes. We developed methods; we even very early
prepared simiDle methods of wine analysis that were
distributed by Braun-Knecht-Heimann and that later
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Joslyn: were published In the form of a little book, Laboratory
Examination of V/lnes « And we developed techniques
for the determination of Iron and copper and sulphur
dioxide and sugar and other constituents, so that much
of the work that was later taken over by Vltlcultxire
was started here.

In 19^0 there came the first real collaboration
between Viticulture smd Fruit Products, because the
Industry was faced with apparently conflicting
recommendations. The Berkeley group emphasized the
importance of control of fermentation, the Importance
of proper finishing and handling of wines. The Davis
group emphasized the need to plant new varieties of
grapes to bring in better wine grapes and disregarded
fermentation. And it was like a house divided. So
in order to bring the two groups together, I was
selected to represent the Berkeley group, Maynard A.
Amerine the Davis group, smd we planned the Joint
series of publications which would present to the
Industry considered, uniform recommendations for
wine making. This is what we are continuing today,
as revisions in book form of the early bulletins on
commercial production of table wines, dessert wines
and brandies.

The present Department of Viticulture now is

actually extolling the practices which they used to
condemn before. They have staff that is hired to

carry out work on the aging of wines, which we
were involved in back in 1933» because I felt then
that the industry eventually would have to face the
problem of development of rapid aging of wines. The
industry now needs this type of information badly,
and at least three staff members at Davis are working
Just in this field alone.

Teiser: This combats the expense of warehousing, doesn't it?

Joslyn: That's right—holding wine in small containers for
long periods of time.

Teiser: Back to the period Just after Repeal, I remember
hearing that there had been some pressure brought by
banks to put wine on the market earlier than the wine-
makers thought it should be put on the market.

See also pp. 89-90.
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Joslyn: Well, that isn't quite true. What happened there
was that imder the federal aot, the Berkeley Bank
for Cooperatives was established, so that the
cooperatively owned and operated winery could bori>Dw

money from the bank to finance their operation. To
do that, the bank had to asstime the liability for
the wine, and since the bankers had no knowledge of
wine, they had to have sojfle assurance that the wine
on which money was loaned was of sound quality and
was marketable. Now the man in charge of the lending
of the money by the Bank for Cooperatives actually was
one of our former students, and we arranged for
Julius Pessler of the Berkeley Yeast Laboratory to
bid to make the analysis of the wines on which money
was to be lent.

Teiser: Who was this man?

Joslyn: Phil Mark, the past president of the Trl -Valley
Growers and Packers. So Julius analyzed the wines
for the Bank for Cooperatives and determined which
lots were sound enotigh to be marketable and which
were not. Then he advised the winemakers on what to
do with the unsound lots of wines, so that the money
was being lent on stocks that were secured. Now,
these stocks were held in bond in the premises that
were bonded to the Lawrence Warehouse Company.

So far as the marketing is concerned, the
[Federal] Land Bank actually was acting upon
recommendations of the Viticulture Division, which
at that time was stressing the fact that our wines
were not as suitable for long aging as some of the
European wine, which is only partly true. Also, it
was the traditional practice in Europe to bottle the
white wines very early, and many of the smaller
California vintners were storing the white wines much
too long in the cask, so they developed an oxidized
casky flavor. So the Viticulture Division very
properly stressed the importance of early bottling
of white wines and the Importance of not holding
certain red wines like Zinfandel wines too long.
Now, this is what the untrained California vintners
did not understand, and this is why they interpreted
it as pressure to sell wines before they thotight they
were ready to sell.
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Joslyn: Actually what Is Involved here is a technological
appraisal of the palatablllty and market quality and
market stability of wines. In white wine, you want
the wine to have pleasing, fruity characteristics,
and therefore you cannot In general allow such a wine
to age in the cask as long as you age a red wine.
There are exceptions, e.g. Plnot Ghardonnay wines.
And with the red wines, only those wines made from a

hearty grape, like the Cabernet Sauvlgnon or the
Plnot nolr, can be aged for a very long time. Wine
made from the Zlnfandel cannot be aged so long.
Recently, however, old Zlnfandel wines of good quality
have been marketed.

On the other hand, the Viticulture Department
had made mistakes in condemning certain grapes. They
condemned the Petite SirsUi as a grape that couldn't
be used for making wines, but the vintners now are
producing a very acceptable Petite Slrah wine because
they found that this grape requires a longer aging
than the other grapes. Now this was Just a matter of
trial and error.

Teiser: Wasn't there some similar case with Ugnl bleuic?

Joslyn: This was also true with Ugnl blanc, and this was also
true of the Emerald Riesling that was prepared from
the varieties selected by [Harold P.] Olmo.

We had always questioned the small scale
fermentation of the wines at Davis; because they
were made on a very small scale, the conditions were
not the same as those on a large scale. In fact,
even today, though wine making has been under
investigation for I50 years—serious investigation—
no one yet has seriously determined the factors
influencing quality, such as the size of container.
A fermentation in a five thousand gallon vat is not
the same as the fermentation in a three or four gallon
container. Now, this is very definitely realized in
the modern industrial fermentations. This is part
and parcel of the techniques that were developed for
production of penicillin on a large scale, because
when we scaled up from the one liter flask to larger
fermenters, we had to be sure that the conditions
were the same in these two cases. You Just didn't
Jump from one to the other.
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Joslyn: In Viticulture they'd take a small amount of
grapes which were crushed In a small crusher,
fermented In a small container. Now these, quallty-
wlse, do not compare with bulk fermentation. And so
we have always differed In our assessment of these
factors. All of my experiments In commercial
fermentations were made on a winery scale, In large
tanks, not In small scale fermentations. Just as we
study drying under factory conditions, we study
canning under factory conditions and freezing under
factory conditions and brewing under brewery conditions.

Telser: But they have pilot plants at Davis for some of
those, don't they?

Josljm: Yes. But don't forget they are pilot plants, that
the Food Technology department for canning has a
complete, modern, large-size cannery equipment, and
the production capacity Is larger than the usual small
cannery In Maryland or elsewhere, so there Is also a
difference there.

Telser: Your experiments with large equipment and large tanks
were made in the wineries themselves?

Joslyn: That's right.

Telser: How could you control circumstances sufficiently In
a commercial winery?

Joslyn: Well, we didn't allow for as wide a variation In
certain variables as might be desirable on the basis
of laboratory tests with scaled-down equipment. On
the other hand, we knew enough about the factors
controlling fermentation and controlling storage
deterioration that we could predict generally what
the results would be. And we had the ability to
correct any mistakes that were made. And the Industry
had enough confidence In us so they would trust me
with ten or twenty or fifty thousand gallons of wine,
which was quite an Investment to them.

So, you see, there are explanations for the
small wlnemaker feeling that the Federal Land Bank
was pressing him to sell his wine too quickly, but
actually what was Involved was not only a fiscal
operation but also a technological operation, and
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Joslyn: there was also the problem of tincontrolled crop
utilization.

Telser!

The banks were wary of the Increasing production
of wine. Nobody actually at that time was of the
opinion that California could successfully market the
quantity of wine that Is being now produced and
marketed, because we started with less than fifty
million gallons of wine as the annual production,
and now [1969] we* re marketing over two hundred
million gallons of wine. Well, in those days people
didn't think this was possible, which was also the
case with brandy. During the prorate days Just before
World War II, excess grapes were converted into
brandy, and everybody was afraid that all these
millions of gallons of brandy would depress the
market, and how were we going to utilize them and so
forth. And the war came along and blended brandy was
Introduced, and the prorate brandy was used up very
economically and very quickly, and there was actually
a shortage of brandy. There is a shortage of brandy
material today. So you see people could never have
foreseen these changes in economic trends.

The position of brandy in relation to wine seems
almost as complex to me as the position of raisins
in relation to wine. I won't ask you to explain it

today, but might I ask you for your tho\ights on It
at another interview?

Joslyn: Yes. There is a very close interrelation between
the brandy and wine, and the raisin grapes and wine.
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(Interview #2 - June 3, 1969)

THE CALIFORNIA VINEYARDISTS ASSOCIATION

Teiser: I'm afraid I didn't record your comments Just now
about the California Vineyardists Association.

Joslyn: Well, what I said was that one of the primary
objectives of the California Vineyardists
Association was the orderly marketing of California
grapes. And prior to the initiation of CVA,
California grapes were being shipped by different
shippers and frequently arrived at the same market,
where they competed against each other for the
available market, and the prices consequently were
depressed. Donald Conn, who had experience in
transportation, organized a controlled carload ship-
ment of California grapes to the Eastern markets so
that it was possible to reroute cars from one market
to another in cases of oversupply. And this actually
resulted in a more orderly marketing of the grapes
and a higher return to the grower.

Teiser: Some people have said they pulled out of the
California Vineyardists Association feeling that there
were political influences at work that they didn't
like.

Joslyn: Well, there apparently were other influences. One
of the problems was that the most economic outlet
for California wine grapes was for wine making at
home, and the distribution of wine grapes for this
purpose unforttmately was controlled by persons of
ill repute. And there was a problem of how this
type of use, considered as Illegal under the
Volstead Act, would Justify support prices under the
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Joslyn: Agricultural Adjustment Administration, and this
Is one of the things that are Involved. On the
other hand , the wine grapes that were being shipped
out of California had very limited use as fresh
table grapes, and the return for this use would be
much less than the return for their use as wine both
for home use and for Illegal distribution. Now, one
of the interesting facets of the California Vine-
yard ists Association was their constant search for
legitimate grape products—grape Juice, Jellies and
Jams, and other products which were being developed.
And the Fruit Industries development logically
followed because of the interest of Morrow in the
distribution of these products.* So there are many
wheels within wheels.

Teiser: There have been suggestions that somehow Involved in
the California Vineyard ists Association all along
was some influence by Herbert Hoover, who was

Secretary of Commerce in 1926 when it was started.
I have heard the theory that he, through Mr. Conn,
promised the California grape growers to help them
in order to win their political support in his
coming presidential campaign

Joslyn: That could be.

Teiser: But does that sound familiar to you, or likely?

Joslyn: There were many discussions of this going on in the

early days.

Teiser: It was brought up at the time?

Joslyn: Well, sub rosa at least. This didn't come out

completely in the open. But Herbert Hoover's support
for the California Vineyard ists Association, and at
least his interest in it, was recognized. On the
other hand, I think that his interest in CVA was

legitimate and was not for the purpose of personal
gain alone. He was Interested in improving California

agriculture, and here the big problem was combating
the developed and efficient gangster methodology in

See also p. iJ-O.
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Joslyn: the production and distribution of certain grape
products- We had several wineries that were
continuing to produce wine for sacramental purposes.
We had the possible diversion of sacramental wines
to illegitimate channels. All of this was going on.

PROHIBITION PERIOD WINES

Teiser: In this connection, would you Just tell a little
about each of these wineries that were producing
sacramental wines during Prohibition? I believe
you must have been somewhat familiar with them.

Joslyn: Well, we were in contact with several of these,
because the Division of Viticulture and Fruit
Products, the Fruit Products Laboratory, was the
chief source of supply for pure cultures of wine
yeasts for these ourposes. And these wineries
included small, highly organized legitimate wineries
like Beaulleu Vineyard in St. Helena, Concannon
Vineyards in the Llvermore Valley, that were producing
sacramental wines all throughout Prohibition. And
these wines went not only to the Catholic organizations
but also to Episcopal and Lutheran and other churches
for legitimate use.

Teiser: Did they produce quite a large gallonage?

Joslyn: Fairly large, because the sacramental use for wine
was fairly well established. There was a considerable
amount of formal use, and the only source of supply
were these wineries that were allowed to operate for
this purpose .

Teiser: During Prohibition I suppose all the wlnemakers would
like to have gone into sacramental wines, wouldn't
they? How were they chosen?

For additional material on the California Vineyardists
Association, see p. 5 and p. 37.
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Joslyn: They were chosen on the basis of producing wines
that met the ecclesiastical restrictions and

regulations. And these were always very Interesting
to me, because the Christian regulations for wine
that were accepted for sacramental purposes were very
similar to the Jewish restrictions on wine that are
still enforced. And in the very early days Professor
Cruess and I actually worked with Father McKay In
developing a manual for the regulation and control
of the production of wine for sacramental purposes.

Telser: Who was Father McKay?

Joslyn: He was one of the brothers Involved in the St. Mary's
College wineries.

Telser: And is there such a manual in existence today?

Joslyn: Yes, there is. And there is a recognition now between
wines that are considered acceptable and those that
are considered satisfactory for altar use. In the
first place, these wines cannot be fortified wines.

Telser: They cannot?

Joslyn: No. These are naturally fermented wines and usually
are made from single varieties of grapes, and sometimes

they are white wines and sometimes they are red wines,
but they are never blended. A rose wine, for example,
made by blending red and white, would not be acceptable
for altar uses. So that only those wineries that
were actually producing varietal wines were acceptable
to the Church. And here preference was given to
wineries that were owned by recognized and devout
Catholics, like the Concannon brothers in Livermore
and [Georges] de Latour of the Beaulleu Vineyard
in Rutherford.

Telser: Mr. Ernest Wente said that they made wine for
Beaulleu.

Joslyn: The Wente brothers also made some (but they were
marketed by Beaulleu) because Beaulleu didn't have
enough grapes to produce these wines. And the only
exception that I know was the Brotherhood Winery, to
which I referred previously, which was constructed
and operated by Louis Martini—from what I»ve been

See also Ernest A. Wente, Wine Making In the Livermore
Valley , a Regional Oral History Office interview
completed in 1971*
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Joslyn: told at least—for other Interests. The wine produced
there actually was Intended for sacramental purposes.
Some of It possibly went into illegal channels.

Telser: vlas the name Brotherhood for a specific church group?

Joslyn: No, it was Just a general name. The California Grape
Products Company at Delano was producing grape con-
centrate shipped out of the state ostensibly for
food uses but largely used for the manufacture of
wines, because the concentrate was diluted and
fermented.

Teiser: So some of all the legally produced wine went into
illegal channels?

Joslyn: Apparently.

Teiser: And Louis Martini operated the Brotherhood Winery?

Joslyn: Louis Martini was the operator of the Martini Grape
Products, but he also operated the Brotherhood Winery,
and the crushers were interconnected between the two.
You can get that from the records of the Brotherhood
Winery, because it was a licensed, bonded vdnery
during Prohibition and was supposed to produce wine
for sacramental purposes.

So you see all these developments were occurring
simultaneously; that is, the illicit production and
marketing of grape products designed to be converted
into wine either at the home or some central distributing
place, and the production of wine for sacramental use
in California, and the shipment out of California of
wine grapes for home wine making at the Chicago,
Philadelphia, New York areas.

Teiser: One person described to me whole commercial wineries
in San Francisco apartment house basements.

Joslyn: Well, that may be, because under the licensing
arrangement every family was entitled to produce 200

gallons of wine. It was possible for families to
come together and to crush their grapes with each
other and to ferment, but the Bureau of Internal
Revenue required that the containers for a particular
family must be separate so that there would be no
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Joslyn: possibility of one family getting more than Its share
of wine and the other one not getting any.
This they controlled by the purchase of

grapes at the marketing centers, because the sellers
of grapes were required to keep records of who bought
the wine grapes, and the Bureau of Internal Revenue
Inspector then could very easily check whether these
graces were purchased by a given Individual, and then
the Individual was asked whether he had a permit to

produce wine at his premises. And there were many
difficulties. The Scavengers* [Protective] Association
In San Francisco In the old days was largely controlled
by persons of Italian origin, and they were Involved
in wine making more than any other ethnic group;
although people made wine In many ways. And home
brew was quite frequently made also, because it was
possible not only to buy grapes or grape concentrate
or Vino Sano bricks for making grape wine, but you
could also buy malt concentrate for making beer. And
in some places they could get hops for flavoring their
home brew.

Teiser: Were there some Just completely Illicit operations
during Prohibition?

Joslyn:

Teiser:

Joslyn:

Teiser:

In California?

Yes.

I don't know. I suspect there were, but these would
be under severe difficulties. There may have been
wineries operating in Wisconsin and New Orleans and
elsewhere. I know that in Wisconsin the population
as a whole was opposed to Prohibition, and the state

police actually were used to notify bootleggers of

impending seizure by federal agents.

I keep wondering whether there could have been any
sizeable winery in California that was totally
illicit, because they're Just too visible. I can
see moonshiners in distant spots making whiskey, but
there Is so much bulk to wine making.

Joslyn: But you see whiskey also had to be fermented first
before it was distilled. The only advantage of

whiskey production is that the compactness of whiskey
production is due to the short period of fermentation
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Joslyn: and the very raold distillation following fermentation.
This was not possible with wlne-

Telser: The reason I'm asking all these questions Is that
there's not much on record about the Prohibition
period, and If there's ever going to be It better
get on soon or the ceople who knew about It...

Joslyn: ...will forget It. In fact, the speakeasy as an
Institution also has been comuletely abandoned, but
there Is very little record of Its operation and
existence.

So, in my opinion, the criticism of the California
Vlneyardlsts Association activities was in part
unjustified, because this association was trying to
do a Job for the California grape grower and they
were handicapped by the many-faceted activities in
which they were involved, so that it wasn't possible
for the federal government to subsidize their
activities if these activities were susoect. It's not
like the distribution of cotton or cottonseed, because
there the possibility of illicit use did not exist.

PHEPARING FOR REPEAL

Teiser: So much seems to have stemmed from the California
Vlneyardlsts Association, because you can trace the
Fruit Industries operation to it, and then also the
Wine Institute in a sense.

Josljm: Well, the California Vlneyardlsts Association certainly
furnished the management for the Wine Institute,
because Harry Caddow was one of Donald Conn's assistants.
Conn brought him from the American Express agency to
work with him, and the general operating procedure
was similar.

The big difference between the Wine Institute
at its inception and the California Vlneyardlsts
Association was the desire to make this broader than
California- The California Vlneyardlsts Association
operated only in California; the Wine Institute as
it was set UP was intended to serve the wine producers
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Joslyn: of the United States, and that's why It's not known
as the California Wine Institute. The idea was to
get members from Ohio, from Virginia and New York
as well as California, and there are some.

Telser: To go back into the Prohibition period, was some
wine made and held against the day when Repeal
should come?

Joslyn: That I wasn't aware of. I have been aware of the
fact that there was wine on sealed premises that
ceased operating in 1919 that actually was marketed
in 193^* And there were stocks of wine in the bulk,
and cased bottled wine, that had been held for
eighteen years and then suddenly became available.
Some of the bottled wines were particularly good.
Some of it was already too old for marketing.

Telser: I was told by one person that he came into a winery
full of vinegar and refermented it and got splendid
wine. Is that possible?

Joslyn: No, that's not possible. What actually happened Is
that in 1933 before the repeal of the Eighteenth
Amendment there was already a liberalization of
restrictions, and the sale and distribution of 3.2
per cent alcoholic beverages was permitted. This
made it possible for the breweries to produce a 3*2
per cent beer which they could sell, and this also
led to the development of a J. 2 per cent alcohol
carbonated wine. Now, in the production of this wine,
which was very actively promoted by the Rossi brothers
of Italian Swiss Colony, it was found that a wine that
was slightly sour, which would not be palatable as
wine because It was too" high In acetic acid content,
actually on dilution gave a better tasting diluted
beverage after carbonatlon than a completely sound
wine of low volatile acidity.* And this we actually
confirmed, and we used to make a blend of lightly
sour wine with the sound wine for carbonatlon.

Telser: This man actually said he took over this winery that
had wine in it from before Prohibition, that it was

See also pp. 10 and pp. 52-53.
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Teiser: spoiled, and that he read In a book In Italian how
to referment It.

Joslyn: We do referment some wines. Wines of high alcohol
content can be refermented with fresh must to produce
a very ualatable wine. And It Is possible to take
wines with more than the normal amount of acetic acid
and referment those to reduce that. But It Isn't
possible to take vinegar and convert It Into wine.

Teiser: I think that probably the extent...

Joslyn: ...was exaggerated, because the vinegar couldn't be
drunk as such. Sour wines were being consumed,
because during our visits to the wineries In 1933- 3^*

we were usually regaled by being given home-made
wines by very small Italian wlnemakers, and most of
this home-made wine was spoiled, lactic acid
sour, mousy. And the producer drank It with
glee, and even the children used to drink this In
the homes of these people. So I must have tasted
htindreds of gallons of spoiled wine throughout
California. But this Is customary, because wines or
foods that are "orepared by an Individual are relished
by the Individual. The housewife who makes bread
feels that her bread, no matter how poor It Is, Is

superior to commercial bread, and her family Is

sympathetic to this or are used to this, because they
eat It with relish and recall the quality of home-made
breads and so on. So a lot of spoiled food and a
lot of spoiled beverage was consumed Just solely
because it was made In the home by someone who was
loved by others.

Teiser: Do you not believe that some wlnemakers were making
wine during Prohibition Just to hold?

Joslyn: Not for many years before. In 1933 there was wine made
in expectation that the Eighteenth Amendment would be

repealed. Not many years before, because during 1933
or at most 1932 there was already the liberalization
of restrictions, and In 1933 I know of many wineries
that were producing wine before it was legal to do so
because they were anticipating either the marketing
of their products as legalized 3.2 per cent beverage,
or they were anticipating the lifting of all restrictions.
So that this is true, but I wouldn't expect a winery
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Joslyn: that was not licensed to produce sacramental wines
to be producing wines for the eighteen dry years in
the hope of Repeal.

Teiser: Do you think that Pruit Industries, when it was
formed in 1929i was anticipating Repeal?

Joslyn: No. I think the Pruit Industries was actually formed
by A.R. Morrow in order to reconstruct the old days
of the California Wine Association, and it was to be
patterned after that, and the idea was to produce
from wine a product similar to near beer. You see,
beer used to be produced by the normal alcoholic
fermentation, and then it was dealcoholized to sell as
near beer, which was legal. And there was a consider-
able quantity of this produced and sold throughout
the United States. And Morrow, in my opinion, actually
felt that there would be the possibility for the
production of legitimate grape products, non-alcoholic
grape products, or the production of legitimate
alcoholic products. Wine tonics were being
produced, because in addition to the production of
wine for sacramental purposes, wine and whiskey for
medicinal purposes were allowed. If you had a doctor
that gave you a prescription for whiskey to cure your
cold, you could buy whiskey for that purpose. And
wine tonics of a wide variety were being produced,
and the Pruit Industries was a big factor in the
production of wine tonics in the early days.

WINE TASTING

Teiser: A.R. Morrow has been written about rather romantically
as having had the most acute sense of taste for wines
in the history of the state.

Joslyn: I*ve tasted wine with Morrow both at the State Pair
and at other tastings, and I don't think his sense
of taste was particularly acute or discriminating.
In the old days the person who had an
excellent sense of taste was Charlie Ash, who was the
chemist for the California Wine Association. And
Charlie Ash actually parlayed his ability to taste
wine into a very good Job with the California Packing
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Joslyn: Corcoratlon, because he had a remarkable sense of
taste for various products. He could actually
taste tomato catsuo, sauces, and other products, and
determine by taste alone whether they would sell and
whether they met the standards for the quality that
were used by the California Packing Corporation. He
could actually outguess the chemists In the chemical
laboratory.

Telser: Have there been many other people whom you've known
in California who had that acute sense of taste?

Joslyn: Yes. E.M. Brown, who also worked before Prohibition
in the wineries, and who during the CVA days began
to work for Shewan-Jones at Lodi, was the chief
chemist for the Shewan-Jones Winery at Lodi after
the repeal of the Eighteenth Amendment.

Teiser: He was both chemist and taster, then?

Joslyn: And taster, yes. He was involved in the production of
the early brandies of quality in California.

Teiser: Were there others who had outstanding ability to
taste flavors?

Joslyn: The Rossi brothers claimed they had, and of course
they were raised in the wine industry, and I think
Bob Rossi had a better palate than Ed Rossi, but they
were not outstanding. In the first r)lace, the
methodology of wine tasting and the technique of
sensory evaluation of wine was not as highly developed
before Prohibition as It Is now, because before
Prohibition wine tasters operated more like whiskey
tasters or tea or coffee tasters. Today, largely as
a result of the development of the techniques of
sensory evaluation of beer by the brewery interests
in Europe, we have more highly sophisticated methods
of appraising the sensory properties of wine and
evaluating wines than we did before. Today we
actually can detect whether a person has the ability
to recall the taste sensations of wine and whether he
has the ability to select one wine from the other by
completely controlled statistical analysis of his
ability to select one out of three samples of wines
as presented.
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Telser: You can test the tasters?

Joslyn: Yes, you can test the taster. This was not possible
before the passage of the Eighteenth Amendment or

shortly after Its repeal. These techniques were
developed actually during the war in the attempt to
produce Army rations of more acceptable quality.
And the whole methodology of taste difference testing
was developed during the war, so that there Is the
carry-over of the sophisticated brewery appraisal of
beer and the methodology of a sensory evaluation of
foods Introduced, during the war to modern wine
tasting or taste appraisal.

So It's very difficult to discriminate between
the romantic accolades given to people like A.R.
Morrow and the actual reproducible discriminatory
tastings of the kind that occur today, because we
didn't have any means to actually check on him.
Furthermore, it wasn't the rule among California wine
appraisers and tasters to periodically subject them-
selves to blind tastings of the type that I found in
Australia during the war. The Australian Wine
Association periodically conducted tastings, and
what happened is that a vintner would be even given
his own wine against an imported wine which he would
taste blind. The good tasters in Sidney and Melbourne
were able to always detect their wines from the others.
Some of the others actually condemned a product which
they, much to their surprise, at the end of the tasting
found to be their own.

Telser: This is like the California canning Industry cuttings?

Joslyn: That's right. The Canners' League
cutting of fruits and vegetables is highly organized,
very well reproducible, and is quite standard. And
the original wine tastings were not of this category.
Today they are.

I don't know how acute A.R. Morrow's sense of
taste was. Don't forget that by 1933 or 19 3^+ he was
already old, and as persons age their taste acuity
decreases and their ability to taste wines actually
decreases also; that is, their ability to consistently
taste a number of samples of wine. So I would
discount a good deal of that romance.
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Joslyn: On the other hand, we have wlnemakers In
California who developed palates. Louis Martini,
who came from Italy, came from a district that Is
not noted for the high quality of Its'wlnes. And
I'm pretty sure that In the initial period of his
wine making days he wasn't a good wine taster. But
he developed by trial and error until, in his heyday,
he had a very perceptive taste ability, and he

developed some excellent varietal wines in St. Helena.
Now he could not have done that on the basis of any
experience he might have had as a boy or even as a

young man in Italy, because the district where he
lived made wines that would be considered even by him
to be xinpalatable today.

Telser: So, in general, a good winemaker has to have a good
palate?

Joslyn: And a good memory, because he has to remember what
the product tasted like before- This memory of
what happened before is very useful, because it enables
him to predict the development of a wine. The Martini
19^1 vintage of Cabernet Sauvlgnon in the Napa Valley
is one of the finest in Gallfomla. Now, for a wine-
maker to be able to predict when the wine is made
that this wine is going to mature into a great wine
is quite an art; and this is based upon his memory of
what happened in previous cycles to a similar wine,
because it's a combination of climatic changes and
factors that determine the maturation of the grapes
and methods of making a wine. Memory is a

very important aspect of tasting, and it's not just
being able to detect fine differences. Just like the
appreciation of music—you have to have the experience
In hearing music. You have to remember how the music
written by Bach and Mozart actually sounded to you
X years ago, so that when the same music Is repeated
you can immediately deci-de and recognise Mozart or
Bach or Beethoven, and so on. The same way with wines--

you have to be able to remember and recall the nuances •

of taste, and you have not only to do that but the
successful winemaker must have stored in his memory
his experiences in the production and maturation of
the wines so that he will recognize the possibility
of development in a wine—the blending of wines. He
has to determine the period of aging before bottling
in order to produce a wine of a particular quality and
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Joslyn: In order to produce a wine of similar quality.

On the other hand, we had persons like

Twlght. Twlght was one of the first professors of
viticulture In the University of California's history.
He actually antedated Biolettl. After the repeal of
the Eighteenth Amendment in 193^» his talent and

knowledge of viticulture and wine making was used
in the training of Maynard Amerlne, because for a year
or more he lived with Amerlne, and they discussed
grapes and wine and tasting, so that Amerlne was
trained by the University for wine appreciation and
wine making. Now Twlght, even though he was then in
his late 60* s, still had a fairly senstive r»alate,
but above all he had the ability to recall the

techniques and the association of grape growing and
wine making and other aspects of this type, so that he

could discuss freely the differences between the
taste sensations of wines of different types, different
origins, and different sources.

This was also true of the Biane family in
Cuoamonga. The father* was a French winemaker with
a fairly good palate, and his sons were trained in
wine appreciation, and they made the nucleus of the
wine industry in Cucamonga Valley in the early 1930* s.

Telser: I have been interviewing Mr. Phllo Biane.

Joslyn: Phllo was the youngest of the Bianes. They're still
with the Cucamonga Pioneer Vineyards [Association, a

cooperative] as they were back in 193^« There are
not many of the old personalities in the wine industry
that are still actively engaged in wine making. The
Bianes are one of the few. Plrrone is another family,
and Pllone is a third family. Plrrone in Modesto and
Pllone again In the Cuoamonga Valley.

Telser: The Perelll-Mlnettis were wondering how many families
had backgrounds in European wine making; we were

discussing it Informally with some of the younger
members of the family.

Marius Biane. See Phllo Biane, Wine Making in Southern
California and Recollections of Fruit Industries, Ltd. ,

a Regional Oral History Office interview completed in

1972.
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Josljm: In the post-Prohlbltlon period there were very
few French wlnemakers or Swiss wlnemakers operating
In California. Most of our wlnemakers are of
Italian origin, and by and large, although Italy
produces a large quantity of wines, the Italian
wines never had the prestige and Importance of the
best French wines, because the Italian wines were
good hearty wines that were either consumed locally
or used for blending purposes. Now there are some
outstanding Italian wines, but for the most part the
Italians who were active In the California grape
growing and the California wine making did not come
from the families that were renowned for great
quality wines. We never had a producer of famous
Lacrlma Chrlstl, which traditionally Is recognized
and still Is one of the best wines of Italy, and
this Is produced In very limited quantity. Or the
Astl Spumante, which Is the sparkling muscat-flavored
wine of the north. You see, most of our Italians are
from Sicily, and the climate of Slolly doesn't lend
Itself to the production of grapes of good quality.

Switzerland Imports practically all the red wines
It consumes from Italy. They Import them from Italy
for two reasons--one, they are cheaper than the French
red wines and, two, Switzerland doesn't produce enough
red grapes for wine making.

Telser: Do you think that the Italian wlnemakers In this
country produce better wines than the Italian wine-
makers In Italy now?

Joslyn: Yes, because In the first place the Italian wlnemakers
who are producing wine In California today have access
to varieties of grapes that are superior to those they
would have In the districts where they came from In
Italy, and secondly, they have access to technical
Information which they would never have had In Italy.
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SHEWAN-JONES

Telser: You mentioned Shewan-Jones. Could you tell a little
about the development of that organization?

Joslyn: Shewan-Jones actually was a firm that was created
during the CVA days. It was an amalgamation of the
Interests of Lee Jones, who was a grape grower and
producer of raisins and raisin syrup In the old days,
and Mrs. [J. A.] Shewan, who was the wife of a leading
merchandiser of San Francisco. Now, Mrs. Shewan,
during a vacation that she spent In Hawaii, came In
contact with a persuasive Italian Inventor who sold
her on his ability to develop a unique method for
the preservation of grape Juice and other fruit
Juices by a process that depended upon the mysterious
Influence that developed when a juice was passed
between electrodes of silver and gold In a tube. And
she became so fascinated with him that she wanted to
establish his method as a method of producing and
marketing Juices In California. And Instead of
producing a Juice of the flavor type that sold In the
United States, like Concord grapes, she decided that
she would make grape Juice from the vlnlfera varieties
of grapes. And she was sold this by Lee Jones, who
told her that Lodl was the center of the Tokay grape
Industry and that Tokay grapes were quite readily
available and from these that you could make a very
palatable California grape Juice—which Isn't so.

And so they built a beautiful, modern plant. The
grapes were crushed In the season; the Juice was

expressed; It was preserved by freezing. They had
extensive refrigeration facilities, beautiful glass-
lined tanks to freeze the Juice, to defrost the Juice,
and during the crushing season they crushed many
hundreds of tons of grapes. These were pressed out,
and the Juice was stored frozen, and gradually defrosted
and then preserved by being run through the mysterious
cabinet. The reason they had to freeze the Juice was
that the processing capacity of this mysterious unit
was very limited. And Lee Jones himself, I*m sure,
knew that the process wouldn't work, but he took
advantage of the angel's money to build a beautiful
plant In Lodl and to produce a grape Juice, which was
actually never marketed.
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Telser: What oame out the other end of this mysterious cabinet?

Joslyn: Well, from the other end came out bottled, grape Juloe
which kept. But the process actually was first
Investigated, by Mr. Carl H. McCharles, who was the
chemist for the California State Department of Health
Bureau of Pood. Laboratories here. McCharles used to
work for Professor [Myer E.] Jaffa, who was the first
professor of nutrition at the University of California
and who also was the first director of the state food and
drug laboratories In Califoiti la. And he went to
Inspect this unit at Lodl, and the first thing he
noticed, was that there was Indeed a thermometer In
the mysterious treating vtnlt, that this thermometer
was set In a thermometer pocket that was located quite
at a distance from the tube. Now, the Inventor of
the process apparently found by trial and error that
the mysterious electrolytic preservative effect of
the silver and gold current was enhanced If the grape
Juice was slightly warm, so that part of the process
was to warm the grape Juice. What did transpire was
that the grape Juice actually was warmed to a temperature
high enough and held for a time long enough to pasteurize
the Juice, so that his mysterious equipment was a black
box that pasteurized the Juice at a much higher cost
than would have been obtained In an ordinary Juice
pasteurizer. And subsequently, when Cruess and I went
there, we found exactly the same thing. [Laughter]
So this was the start of Shewan-Jones.*

They had a beautiful building; they had facilities
for crushing grapes, tremendous facilities for
refrigeration, so that they were Ideally established
In the valley to produce wine under modem conditions,
because they had mechanical refrigeration for cooling
the must, they hsui excellent storage facilities for
removing excess cream of tartar. They had everything
there, and they had an excellent chemist, because the
chemist for Shewan-Jones was E.M. Brown, the same
E.M. Brown that I referred to before. So that when the
Eighteenth Amendment was repealed, Shewan-Jones became
a winery and very rapidly developed Into one of the
leading wineries In the Lodl area. And they produced

This was the "Matzka" process.
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Josljm: a brandy sold under the A.R. Morrow label. They
were part of the Prult Industries combine later,
and they sold wine under the Prult Industries label.
And before that. In 1933* they were very actively
engaged In making wine Jelly for the CVA. They
were making concentrates.* Quite a number of very
Interesting figures were Involved.

JOHN EOPP AND WINE BY-PRODUCTS

Joslyn: In the first place, John Eoff , who was Involved very
early In wine making In the United States, was brought
to the United States from Canada by A.R. Morrow. Eoff
had developed In Canada a process of making a palatable
wine by concentrating the grape Juice and then storing
It In concentrate form, then diluting the concentrate
with water and fermenting It. The resulting wine aged
out faster than the grape Juice fermented without
prior concentration and storage. So he was brought
to California because Shewan-Jones was involved, as
other Prult Industries plants. In the production of
grape concentrate. And the Idea was to bring a person
with his practical knowledge of making wine from
concentrate to make wine from concentrate In California.
But instead of that subsequently the production changed
to the normal channels of making wine from freshly
crushed grapes.

But John Eoff was a historic figure in the American
wine Industry. He was an excellently trained chemist;
he used to work for the Bureau of Internal Revenue in
his earlier days, and he worked In Virginia in the

Virginia Dare plant when the wine was made from the

Scuppemong grapes. And during Prohibition he worked
in Canada for the Canadians producing wines in Ontario,
and those wines in part were made from concentrate
Imported from California.

Telser: Did he remain in California then?

*Por additional material on Shewan-Jones, see p. 55*
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Joslyn: For a while, and then he finally went with Garrett
back to Gucsunonga Valley, euid from there went East.
He worked at one time In the old Alcohol Tax
Laboratory with B.G. Hartmann. In fact, he developed
a method for determining tartrates that was the Eoff
and Hartmann test. He had a process for stabilizing
wine against the precipitation of excess tartrates
that dates back to the 1920 's. So to me he was a
very Interesting Individual, and he was a well trained
chemist.

He was also Involved In the production of wine
tonics, and so during the year or two before the repeal
of the Eighteenth Amendment we were engaged In tasting
wine tonics and developing beef Iron formulas and
peptone formulas for wine tonic. The Idea was to
make a product that met the restrictions of the
Alcohol Tax unit so far as wine tonic was concerned.
In other words, the materials that were Intended to
Improve the therapeutic quality were added In order
to denature wine. But at the same time we wanted to
make a wine tonic that actually tasted like and looked
like wine so that this would be a legitimate market
for wine tonic. The interesting thing Is that
when [Burke] Crltchfleld went on his trip to develop
the Eastern markets for California surplus agricultural
commodities in Japan and China and elsewhere, he took
with him cases of California raisins and California
grape concentrate, grape candies, and other products
we made from grapes. He also took small samples of
California wine tonic.

Telser: This was after Repeal, wasn't it?

Joslyn: Yes.

Telser: What percentage alcohol was allowed In the wine
tonic?

Joslyn: Up to twenty per cent. Some of it was quite good.
The peptone-based products were not bad, but some of
the iron beef extracts were horrible. So we always
had dozens of wine tonic formulations which we were
taste-testing in the laboratory and all types of wine
Jellies, and we even prepared pickles with wine. I

tested the use of wine in producing pickled olives.
We had brandled dates, brandied figs, and all types
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Joslyn: of legitimate aloohollo products that could be
marketed.

Teiser: You people In the department of Prult Products
certainly must have had a long career of tasting
various types of foods and drinks.

Joslyn: Yes. We were Interested In developing new uses for
standard products and developing new outlets for
surplus fruit products, so our Interests ran from
baked products to frozen products. We even tried
frozen yeast Ice cream. In fact, we made vegetable
Ice cream that was fortified with cod liver oil.

Teiser: I remember taslng some kind of relishes that Dr.
Cruess was woriclng with— I think they were made from
raisins.

Joslyn: Halslns and olives.

Teiser: Very strange.

Joslyn: Well, they're not so strange, because you see the
Indian chutney Is a fruit product.

CONSUMER TRENDS

Joslyn: One of the things that Cruess never considered
actually was the Ingrained food habits which are
very difficult to break. And this Is also true with
wine consumption. There are habits In wine use and
tastes In wine that are traditionally passed from one
generation to another, and these carry over.

Teiser: There must be now some discontinuity. A number of
wlnemakers have mentioned that they don't quite
understand It but that yoting people now are coming
around and expressing Interest In high quality dry
table wines. I suppose they've been In Europe.

Joslyn: No. I doubt that they've been In Europe. You see,
a great deal of the acceptance Is due to conformity.
Young people want to belong to each other, and there
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Joslyn: Is a status symbol. The status sjnnbol In the case of
wine drinking Is the acceptance of dry wines as the
norm. Now In the old days, at least In America, when
wines were very seldom originally used at
the table with food, the preference was for a sweet
wine. And this actually was traced back to the
cocktail habit that became highly established during
Prohibition and after, so that the belief was expressed
that in order to wean persons away from whiskey and
hard liquor drinking into wine drinkers, you offered
them first a sweet wine. Prom the sweet wine they
developed into dry wine consumers. On the other hand,
this doesn't necessarily follow, because there are
persons who like the combination of sweet tastes with
food.

Many nationalities like a sweet-sour combination, like
the Sauerbraten and the sweet-sour pickles, the sweet-
sour foods of various kinds. And many people actually
drink a hi^ly sweetened coffee with their meals
because they want a combination of sweetness and
meatiness or frultlness and so on. Others, however,
prefer to have highly spiced, strong foods, which
cannot be consumed with something sweet, and these
have to be consumed with a dry wine that you can
detect in your mouth, because if you take a highly
spiced spaghetti with a sauce or pizza, if you're
going to drink a mild sweet white wine with it your
mouth feel is so poor that you don't even recognize
that you have wine in your mouth. But if you take a
full-bodied dry red wine, you can detect that in the
presence of highly flavored foods. So that I think
that the present young generation of dry wine drinkers

actually in part come from yoxingsters who want this
as a status sjrmbol, because they want to be part of
the In-group. And in part they come from persons who
have been used to highly seasoned foods, and so they
want a dry wine.
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LOW-ALCOHOL AND CARBONATED WINES

Telsert You were mentioning the Mission Dry company,* whloh
produced the low alcohol carbonated wine.

Joslyn: Mission Dry was a well-established citrus products
company that had a national distribution for orange
beverage, grapefruit beverage, and lemon beverage,
and they had a big plant in Los Angeles. They
already had an established market for Mission Dry
citrus beverages.

Telser: Soft drinks?

Joslyn: Soft drinks. So Rossi felt that they would be the
ideal to market a 3«2 per cent wine, which they
agreed. Now the difficulty with Mission Dry efforts
was that: a) they went in for a status symbol product.
The wine was bottled in very fancy bottles, very large
bottles; the label was expensive; the production was
expensive, and the wine actually was originally
Introduced at about $1.25 a bottle. A price of $1.25 a
bottle in 1933 was quite expensive, and even when it was
reduced to $.25 a bottle it was too much; consumers
apparently resented paying so much for a twelve-ounce
bottle of 3*2 per cent wine when they could get several
bottles of beer for the same price.

Telser: Were the Rossis making it at Asti?

Joslyn: The Rossis were supplying the wine base, which we
tested in our laboratory here. It was a blend of
wines. We were Involved in testing the amount of sugar
that was necessary to give you a product which when
diluted to 3*2 per cent and carbonated gave you a
palatable product.

Telser: It was coming from Asti and going to Southern California
to be finished?

Joslyn: To Los Angeles, where it was bottled and carbonated.
It went there as a wine sjrrup. Sugar was added to
the wine base, and then this was shipped to Los Angeles.

See also p. 11.
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Joslyn: Pour fluid ounces of the wine was added to a twelve
ounce bottle; the rest of the bottle was filled with
carbonated water, and that gave you the 3*2 per cent
beverage, because everything was calculated so that
you ended up with an alcohol content less than 3«2
per cent by weight and with the proper sugar-acid
ratio to make It palatable. That is. It could not
be Just an ordinary dry wine diluted with carbonated
water, because that would be too sour and too lacking
in flavor.

Telser: It sounds like still a possible product. Maybe
someone will bring it back.

Josljm: Yes, it is, because this product was based upon a

fairly widely established custom of drinking a
mixture of wine and carbonated water. Now, this was
used in Germany in the old days; it was a very
favorite Jewish wine drink called spritz yayin—
carbonated wine, in Hebrew—and it was very widely
used among the pre-Prohlbition wlnemakers in California
who in the hot valleys used to make a palatable beverage
merely by diluting a wine with seltzer water.

Telser: At the time they drank it?

Joslyn: At the time they drank it. So that our thought always
was the production of a carbonated wine beverage which
we thoiight would be more acceptable to the American
public than anything, largely because the American
public drinks a greater volmne of carbonated beverages
than any other fluid drink they consume.

But the production and distribution of such a
beverage has been difficult because of Bureau of
Internal Revenue restrictions. The carbonated wine
actually was taxed so high that it would be impossible
to sell it in competition with beer. There were
restrictions on composition. And only very recently
were these restrictions liberalized so that it is now
possible for California wineries to market a lightly
carbonated table wine and take advantage of the fact
that a small amount of carbon dioxide enhances the
fruity flavor and the appeal of wine. This again is
restricted by the fact that the carbon dioxide content
has to be carefully controlled and specified. It
cannot be above a certain level—and. this in spite of
the fact that for years we were importing white wines
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Joslyn: from the Rhine region and the Rhone, and white wines
from Switzerland that were always charged with
residual carbon dioxide gas. And these wines were
always much fruitier than our white wines; they
remained white.

Telser: These were crackling wines?

Joslyn: Yes.

SOME WINERIES OP THE 1930*s

Telsert

Joslyn:

Telser:

Joslyn:

Telser:

Joslyn:

Back to these earlier days. I have here a list of
the original Fruit Industries members: Garrett &

Company, Colonial Grape Products Company, California
Grape Products Company, Commiinity Grape Corporation,
and some others. Were those among the wineries that

you visited with Dr. Cruess after Repeal?

Well, I remember Garrett was definitely one.
was in Southern California—Guasti.

Garrett

Can you give an impression of the operation at that
time?

Well, at the time we first visited, they were Just
beginning to operate sigain, so that their size was
limited.

Had they any of the old equipment?

They had some of the old equipment. You see, the old
winery of that area, was the Italian Vineyard Company,
that had the possession of the largest vineyard in
the world in Southern California, and they had the old
home there, and they had the old winery building, but
very little of the old equipment was still there. And
when I visited that in 1933* Mr. Perelli-Mlnettl, the
brother of the present [Antonio] Perelli-Mlnettl, was
active then. The Colonial Vineyard I don't remember
as such. I may have visited them.

Telser: Community Grape was, I think, in the Lodl district.
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Joslyn; Community was In the Lodl district, and that still
existed when I went there. Later It was amalgamated
with Shewsm-Jones. But at the start of the post-
Prohlbltlon production there were quite a ntunber of

cooperative wineries, and these were very active in
the Lodl district—the Bear Creek Cooperative Winery.
And many of the old Important figures of the Wine
Institute days came from the Lodl district.

Telser: Cherokee...

Joslyn: Cherokee was a later one. Before that was the Bear
Creek. The California Grape Products Company we
visited several times; the Community Grape Corporation
also. There are some that you don't have. In

Woodbridge, I remember, was the Lodl Winery.

Telser: Do you remember any of them as outstanding In one

way or another?

Joslyn: There were several In the Lodl area that were out-

standing. Shewan-Jones Winery to me was outstanding
because It was a beautiful new building, the most
modern—cement floors, irtiereas the old wineries had
wooden floors. They had excellent equipment, and it
was a composite, because Lee Jones still had the part
of the old winery which he converted Into a grape
concentrate plant, and I remember that when the
Shewan-Jones new building was operating that he had
problems In the old winery, because he had several old
redwood vats that were filled with grape concentrate,
and this grape concentrate was not properly prepared
and the cream of tartar wasn't removed. So when this
was run Into the concentrates, the dextrose separated
out as crystals; the cream of tartar crystallized out,
and the whole material set to the consistency of
cement. You couldn't chop It out; you couldn't move
It out of the tank. And so they wasted days trying to

empty this out. So finally they had to run In a steam
line and melt It down in order to move It out of the
tanks. And so there was this primitive old winery
building with these old wine storage vats—redwood vats-
full of the grape concentrate cement. I don't know how
many thousands of dollars worth was there.

But Marshall had a cooperative winery at Lodl—I

don't see It here [on the list].
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Telser: That was later the Guild?

Joslyni It later became the Guild. It originally was the
Bear Creek Cooperative.

Telser: Oh, I see. L.K. Marshall was quite a figure, was
he not?

Joslyn: Marshall was an Important figure In the Wine Institute
and In the wine marketing of California.

COOPERATIVES

Joslyn:

Telser:

Joslyn:

Telser:

Joslyn:

He was the manager of a grower co-op.

You mentioned that you helped some growers start
cooperatives In the Napa Valley and elsewhere, and
you mentioned a priest who got some growers together.

Yes, Father McKay. Cruess and
I met him at St. Helena actually, and he was very
dedicated because he felt that the large wineries
were exploiting the small grape growers In Napa and
Sonoma Valley.

Did you feel It was true?

This probably was In part true. So he wanted for
these growers to have their own cooperative wineries
there, and he very early had groups of growers that
met with us, and we lectured to them. He had a parish
In St. Helena; this was back In 1933* I remember him
very distinctly because he came from Alsace, and his
father came from there suid he was very proud of the
fact that his father lived to a very ripe old age of
90 or 95. He owed his longevity to the fact that he
always used to retire at night with a bottle of
klrschwasser by his bedside and a bowl of sugar. And
when he would awaken at night he would take a lump
of sugar In his mouth and drink a water glass full of
brandy.

There was another cooperative—the Napa Cooperative
finery was formed with [Charles] Poml as the wlnemaker.
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Joslyn: Sonoma Valley was the center of another cooperative
winery. So there were quite a number of grower
cooperatives, and this was Interesting to me because
more recently many of the private owners of fruit
processing plants, including wineries, unloaded their
plants to growers. Louis Petri was the first to start
that in the Lodi area, and he sold his winery to the
growers and continued to manage the winery at a
handsome salary and lived quite well. This was

subsequently done with the Tri -Valley Growers and
Packers, and the California Canners and Growers.
Pillce & Perelll had the canneries, and they sold
them to the growers. The object here was that a

producer who didn't have a national distribution
couldn't carry the risks of fluctuating prices of
raw material as well as the risk of competitive
marketing of finished products. If he sold his
processing plant to the growers, the growers then had
the risk of selling the processed uroducts, and this
was balanced against the possible increased price for
the raw material.

Telser: So in theory it's an excellent idea?

Joslyn: Well, it's a sharing of risk, and in practice it
worked out very well, because the private owners or
canneries or wineries sold at a profit, and they
remained in business because they continued to be
the active management of the canneries and wineries
and they were also the active managers of distribution.
So that they had their cake and ate it too.
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(Interview #3 - April 12, 1973)

GRAPES, WINE AND ECONOMICS

Telser: As I read over the two earlier interviews I realized
that we haven't gone Into a lot of things about your
own career, about your early life, and about much
of your work In food technology as well. And I also
have both theoretical and practical questions on the
wine Industry; more of them.

Joslyn: Well, let us do those first. Because as far as my
career is concerned I have a curriculum vltae,* and
I have a complete list of publications.

Telserj Good. It may be Included In the Interview?

Joslyn: It certainly may.

reiser: We were, I think, discussing the prorate suid the

question of the Interrelationship between brandy,
raisins, and wine.

Joslyn: The prorate was established In order to deal with what was
considered to be an unmeuiageable surplus of grapes grown and
harvested In California. In order to control the
utilization of these grapes at a fair return to the

growers, a certain proportion of the crop was diverted
Into the production of high proof brandy.

Brandy was selected because It represents a
concentration of the sugars of the grape In the form
of alcohol, and It could be stored for longer periods
of time for use later. Then people began to be

Appendix I.

Appendix II.
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Joslyn: concerned about the large unmanageable volume of
brandy, and there was criticism of uncontrolled
increase in production of brandy.

What actually happened, however, was that to
the surprise of everyone the unmanageable surplus
of brandy turned out to be a blessing in disguise
because when restrictions were placed upon the
diversion of wheat and other grains into whiskey
production during World War II there was a shortage
of alcohol. The prorate brandy was purchased by
the whiskey interests and converted into neutral
spirits, which were added to wartime whiskeys, so
that the whole surplus of brandy was used up
almost in the first year.

Teiser: Is it much of a process to convert brandy into
spirits?

Joslyn: No. It was fairly easy to clesun up. And we had a

very interesting case of competition for previously
unwanted prorate brandy from the winemakers and from
the whiskey distilling interests.

Teiser: I believe that one of the wineries bought some of
the bremdy and used it for blending for beverage
brandy.

Joslyn: Yes. It was the CJiristian Brothers at the instigation
of Promm and Sichel. They were the big distributors
of wine and brsuidies in Germany, and they came to the
United States in the * 30s and made contacts with the
Christian Brothers, and \indertook the marketing of
the Christian Brothers products.

Their marketing was so successful that the
Christian Brothers wine production zoomed tremendously,
and new products were introduced. One of the new
products was the blended brandy, because up to that
time we had already marketed and produced a straight
brandy. The blended brandy is actually a smoother
more palatable brandy because to it we add some
invert syrup, glycerin, and other components to improve
its palatability.

It was marketed at a lower proof, so that their
introduction of blended brandy was quite an achieve-
ment, and they used some of the prorate brandy for this
purpose.
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Telser: That Is an Interesting turn-around story. IWe been
wondering—how long osm you store raisins without
having them lose quality?

Joslyn: Quality for what?

Telser: Eating, or use In remanufaoturlng.

Joslyn: There are two difficulties with prolonged storage
of raisins. One of them Is the faot that the cream
of tartar separates out, and these crystals that
form In the raisin berries Increase In size and
become very sauidy and are objectionable. This Is
one detrimental factor.

The other Is the oxidative changes that occur
In the prolonged storage of raisins. These are
not as critical In the natural raisins, which are
unsulfured. These are critical In the so-called
golden bleached raisins which are sulfured and
lighter In color.

Telser: I wondered If some kind of holding over of surplus
could be done with raisins.

Joslyn: Yes for a more limited period. While they are more
concentrated than grapes, they're not comparable with
the concentration that Is achieved In high proof
brandy. And grape concentrate, which could be

prepared also, has a fairly poor keeping quality at
room temperature.

Halslns, however, have the advantage of greater
utility for a wider variety of products. Raisins
will keep well at 5(f FeJirenhelt In cold storage, but
there's the problem of establishing and maintaining
cold storfiige facilities for raisin storage.

Telser: Will they keep several years?

Joslyn: They will keep several years. We have kept them for
several years.

Telser: Many people are saying now, "The wine Industry Is

doing great now, but maybe we're overplanting because
of the stimulus given by the booming market for wines."
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Joslyn: Well, as the average Income Increases, I csui see why
more consumers have become more conscious of the
status sjnnbol of wine. The consumption of wine with
meals and as an appetizer or dessert beverage has
increased. Our wine constunptlon Is still not as great
as It Is In the traditional wine producing regions
of Europe. But It Is far greater than the old con-
sumption of less than a gallon per capita.

The present U.S. constunptlon Is approaching the
older California per capita consumption of two or
three gallons per person. And the California con-
sumption still Is greater than middle west or eastern
United States.

Telsert Do you think It's the kind of consumption that will
outlast economic chsuiges?

Joslyn: That Is very hard to predict. If a depression would
occur, you can only guess what would develop. There
would be some adjustment and retrenchment. But, on
the other hand, our experience has been that a meager
diet becomes unbearable after prolonged use.
Consiamers want something to break the monotony of
the diet. And that is why during the depression of
the late 1930*s the Spice Islands introduction of
selected spices csune into the picture. They
found that people would pay more for good peeper and
herbs and other things because of their craving for
something to lift the monotony of the economic meager
diet.

Now we have focused upon wine as a natural
adj\inct to food. And I think that this
influence will carry on. And since wine is also a
status sjrmbol (people talk about the wines they buy
and the wines they serve), I think that even during
the foreseeable depression we will have the same
situation that we had during the last depression.
Girls still bought lipsticks and powders and so on
at a very high price, in spite of the fact that they
spent very little on meeting their major food
requirements.

So, because of these factors it's not too easy
to forecast what the effect would be upon the wine
consumption. If history is to repeat itself then I
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Joslyn: would conclude that there will be very little effect
on the present wine consumption, unless the price
of wine gets to be xinreasonable.

And this is exactly irtiat Is happening now with
the Cabernet Sauvignon, because when the growers are
getting over a thousemd dollars a ton for grapes the
wine must sell, or have to be sold, for not less than
seven and a-half dollars a bottle. And Cabernet
wines will no longer be available at three dollars
a bottle, Tiriiich is the current price now. This may
be a problem.

Teiser: Should the price of wine go so high that very high
quality wine sales slow down, can they be held to
advantage or even safely over a period of years?

Joslyn: The evidence today would indicate, contrary to our
beliefs previously, it is possible to make wine in
California from selected varieties that will have
the same aging qualities as the great French wines.
And this, actually, has been found to be true In
some cases already.

Cabernet Sauvignon grapes produced under proper
conditions may yield wine that can be stored and
held for ten years.

Teiser: So, that is a kind of protection—
Joslyn:* Except it's a costly protection because don*t forget

what is involved here is capital tie-up. The
winemaker, in order to get enough capital to invest
in new production, stores under bond emd doesn't
pay any taxes on the wine until sold. But the ware-
houses that store the wine actually carry the burden
of this storage cost.

Now, if the length of storage is Increased
indefinitely their investment in warehousing becomes
tied up. And it's the question of balancing funds,
because you can't store under these conditions forever.

Teiser: I believe since we last talked, which was a little
over three years ago, many more large corporations
have put money into California wineries. I suppose
they would have larger financial resources for
warehousing?
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Joslyn: Well, many of the large corporations that have
purchased wineries have done this In order to
diversify their production. In some Instances
wineries have been purchased to use as tax shelters.
They were not Interested in a winery with a reputa-
tion as an economic operation. In fact, a winery
which lost money became a prize object.

And this is one of the reasons why Investments
by corporations does not necessarily stimulate
production. A number of food companies have come
into the California wine field.

Telser: It Just might be the interest In foods--

Joslyn: It would be Just foods as wine. One large operator
was the firm that specializes in sauces, A-One Sauce.

Telser: Oh, Heubleln?

Joslyn: Heubleln owns quite a large amount of good wineries.
And the whiskey distillers are coming back into the
picture again. In fact, Sohenleys are trying to buy
wineries in California.

Telser: Another turnsuround—
Joslyn: It*s another turnaround. Well, you see, this is

actually based upon the present stable market for
wines, the need to diversify, the need to find tax
shelters.

Telser: One of the wlnemakers to whom I was recently talking
was discussing this matter of tax shelters and saying,
"There are tax shelters in wine for everybody but
wlnemakers." [Laughs] He was in a family winery.

Joslyn: You should have advised him to get in touch with a
good lawyer and an expert In the field, like Lou
Gomberg or some of the others, and they would stiggest
tax shelters.

Telser: Some people are saying, "Oh well. If the large
corporations go and lose money they won't come in
and ruin the names of these fine wineries." Do you
believe that's true?
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Joslyn: I'm not too sure whether lt*s true or not. Because
the object of all the technical endeavor is profit.
No firm can operate for long at loss. The resistance
to the pressure of distributing more wine of a given
type than is available is limited. This situation
has occurred before when the demand for a particular
brand of a particular vintage of Cabernet wine
increases, then those who can will do everything
they can to produce the wine legally. And this oan
be done by marketing a wine that contains not less
than 51 per cent of the varietal wine, or marketing
under a brand name.

The problem here is how to select the other ^9
per cent. There are some wineries that are very
skillful in blending, and these do market a blend of
wine that has retained all of the varietal character-
istics. Not all the wineries are skilled in doing
that.

We have certain legal restrictions on varietal
wines and generic wines in California over and above
the federal restrictions on wine types. These are
met quite scrupulously. So there would, in my
opinion, be a limit to the sophistication of wine.
On the other hand, it isn't necessary for a particular
winery to market only varietal wines, because they
can market regional type wines. And they can also
market wines under a special label.

It cem be Smith's Ruby Wine or something like
that. Or they can market a wine under a trade name
as a blend, as a flavored wine. Thunderbird is a
wine. Now, Thunderbird is an artificially prepared
product, in which grapes are used as one of the major
ingredients, which contains other factors. This type
of wine, actually, is increasing in quantities. And
large wine corporations are specializing in particular
types and brands of fruit flavored wines, and
artificially flavored wines, and here the sky is the
limit.

Teiser: If conventional wine consumption grows, as it
theoretically might, as people become more used to

drinking wines with meals, would that type of wine
decrease in consimption then? Would people like less
of that so-called pop wines?
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Joslyn: We have already disoussed the American palate, and
the fairly wide acoeptanoe of sweetness with foods.
And this Is an established factor that Is not easily
overcome. There Is now recognition
of the possible allergic factors Involved. Some
people are allergic to red wines, but they accept
white wines fairly readily. And this Is actually
related to the higher hlstldlne content In some red
wines In comparison with the white wines.

The red wines are more sensitive to oxidative
changes In flavor qualities. If you open a bottle
of red wine It Is best to drink It fairly quickly.
A half filled bottle will not store very well, even
In the refrigerator. Many white wines, on the other
hand, will keep longer than red wine after opening,
so that you can use part of a bottle of irtilte wine
one day, refrigerate It, and serve It the next day
or two or three days hence.

ADDITIVES AND CONSTITUENTS

Telser: This brings up a question about additives In wines.
I suppose that's a question of definition, what an
"additive" Is, but are there legal additives that
are used that contribute to allergies?

Joslyn: There are quite a number of permitted chemicals that
C6U1 be used either In the processing of the wine, or
In Its preparation, and fermentation,
and In Improving the stability and keeping quality
of the wine Itself.

Telser:

Joslyn:

Some of these additives are natural components
like tartaric acid and citric acid, and some are not.
And It Is possible that some of the additives, fining
agents, for example, may contribute to allergenic
properties.

Are fining agents carried Into the wine very much?

Some, If they are Improperly used, will remain In
the wine. And we also allow the use of certain
chemicals to stabilize wines.
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Joslyn: There are problems with these additives. One
is that traces of impurities in some of the
permlssable substances that are by themselves
Innocuous may produce problems.

Telser: Are there other places in the world where such
additives are used?

Joslyn: Yes. They are used in Europe and Northern Africa. You
actually cannot make a sound palatable Algerian wine without
some additives. And they are used also in the lesser
wines produced in Prsuice, particularly Southern
France.

Teiser: Are they, in general, the product of recent technology,
say since 1920?

Joslyn: No. Some of these have a fairly long history.
Potassiiun ferrocyeuiide, which is used as a fining
agent, goes back several centuries. And it is
still used in California under certain conditions.

Teiser: The subject has come up recently because of all the
constomer Interest in food additives of various kinds,
I suppose.

Joslsm: Well, the difficulty here is the same as the difficulty
we have with standardized foods. Under the present
Pood and Drug Administration, foods and food products
for which the standard of identity, quality, and fill
has been established do not carry on the label the
designation of the constituents that are actually used
in their production. This creates a problem, because
in every standard of identity are included a wide
latitude of optional ingredients.

The consvuner who buys bread, or buys canned
freestone peaches, doesn't actually know what other
factors are present. So that so far as labelling
information is concerned the non-standardized products
carry a more descriptive label than the standardized
products. Now, wine is a standardized product, and
there is a problem as to how much label information
should be Included in wine.

Teiser: There are no ingredients listed on any wine labels
now, are there?
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Joslyn: None that I know of. The only thing that la Included
and listed Is the alcohol content, and this Is
specified for the particular type of wine.

Telser: Do some of the additives that are currently used,
particularly In high-volume wineries, have an effect
upon the aging quality of the wines?

Joslyn: Yes. They do affect the aging quality. Because the
Iron and. copper levels are reduced by fining, this
automatically reduces the ability of the wine to
undergo oxidative changes that are necessary for
smoothing It out.

Telser: So they would deteriorate with age, or stay the same?

Joslyn: They may stay the same, or they would deteriorate
faster than the natural wines. On the other hand,
wines with a normal level of Iron and copper are
also stable. But there Is a question of balancing
the good with the bad.

But what we don't know Is what other trace
minerals that may be necessary In nutrition are
actually removed by the process of separating
excessive amounts of Iron and copper. Wine that
Is stabilized under California conditions Is not a
good source of Iron. It doesn't compare with raisins
and prunes and apricots as a food source for Iron.

The present evidence Indicates that the absorption
of the Iron from raisins Is, actually, far better
than from other products because of the type of siogars
that are present there, which Influence the absorption.
Whether this Is also true for magnesium, manganese,
and other nutrients that are required to maintain
life and health. Isn't known. We don't have the data.

Telser: Is some wine a source of potassium?

Joslyn: Wine Is a source of potasslxim, linless It has been
treated with Ion exchange resins to remove the
potassium which would cause the precipitation of
cream of tartar. Or It Is de-tartrated by prolonged
refrigeration. Itself.

Telser: Is Ion exchange used quite widely now?
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Joslyn: Yes.

Telser: Universally or Just widely?

Joslyn: All the established wineries use Ion exchange resins.
The small producer may not be using it. He sells
his wine in bulk to the larger producers.

For example, what is known Is the fact that the
Gallo brothers do buy fairly lau:ge quantities of the
good varietal wines from Napa and Sonoma Valley.
When they have lots that are not large enough to meet
their marketing requirements they may, and sometimes
do, resell it back to the market vineyards.

Teiser: I make vinegar, and a great deal of wine, I find,
doesn't turn into vinegar. Is that partly from over-
stabilization.

Joslyn: Yes. Because what we do is we remove the trace
elements that are required to support the growth of
the acetic acid bacteria. Excessive amounts of
sulphur dioxide also will suppress acetlficatlon.

AGING WINES

Teiser: You mentioned earlier research on rapid aging of wines
that was going on in *33 I believe. Has that continued?

Joslyn: Yes, that has continued and actually two aspects to
this research have been accentuated. One is the
investigation of the changes in chemical composition
that occur during normal aging. Because even today we
do not know how the rate and extent of absorption of
oxygen affect the oxidative stages of aging, and our
knowledge of the mechanism of the non-oxidatlve changes
during aging is meager.

If we knew exactly what aging entailed, then you
could engineer a procedure to Improve normal aging
conditions and better control it. This is one aspect.
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Joslyn: The other aspect is actually the empirical
development of methods which have been Introduced
previously, but need modification for particular
types of wine and wine products to expedite the
aging of the wine Itself.

Here, for example, there is the problem of
deciding whether to use small or large cooperage,
how long wine should be stored In this before it Is
bottled. This, today, is still done on an empirical
condition and not objectively controlled.

Teiser: Do some winemakers have convictions about it?

Joslyn: Very definite convictions. Some winemakers actually
have evidence for it. We see the use of casks in
combination with large glass-lined vats, which allow
the absorption of constituents from the cask to the
desired degree by previous aging in wood before
finishing aging in the vat.

The question is to determine how much of this
cask aging is necessary for a particular type of
wine. And it is here that art rather than science
steps in.

Teiser: Can you analyze the proper aging of wine?

Joslyn: Methods are being developed now to better define the
changes in some of the constituents. One of these
groups of constituents that is very important is the
phenolic constituents. And here recent study indicates
that our methods for the determination of phenolic
constituents by gross chemical analysis do not
differentiate between the labile and the stabile wines.

By introducing modified methods of phenolic
assay French enologists have indicated the possibility
that some groups of these ohenollcs will serve as a
measure of aging because they decrease in wine as It
ages. And some phenollcs actually remain constant.
We now recognize that the flavonold phenollcs that
occur in both white and red wine decrease during aging.
The anthocyanln pigments react with some phenolic
reagents.
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Teiser: Most California white wines, the wlnemakers don't
Intend to age them very long, do they?

Joslyn: No. The tradition In white wine making Is to bottle
the vrtilte wines fairly young so that they are fruity
In the bottle and are allowed to age In the bottle.
This Is an overslmcllflcatlon by generalization
because some white varieties, like the Plnot
Chardonnay, actually have as full a body as the
red wine, and do require aging. I could give you the
lists of varieties and tyues, those that do and those
that don't. It's easy enough to generalize It; It's
much more difficult to Justify the generalization.

Teiser: Has much of the research on aging been done at Davis?

Joslyn: Not lintll recently. A great deal of It was done In
Bordeaux, In Prance. There Is current work being
done at Davis. I'm continuing my Interests In all
the phenolic compounds of fruit. In general. This
Includes the grape as one fruit product.

Teiser: If some wines could be aged more rapidly, what effect
would It have upon the Industry as a whole here In
California?

Joslyn: It would mean that wines could be marketed sooner
than they are being marketed today. And It would
reduce the cost of storage of wine Itself.

Teiser: Is there any restriction here on the age of wines
for marketing? Can you market a wine the same year
as you make It, for Instance?

Joslyn: Legally you can.

Teiser: Is It done often?

Joslyn: It depends upon the type of wine.

Teiser: But some are?

Joslyn: Yes, some are. And there's nothing objectionable
provided that the wine Is palatable and acceptable
to the consumer.
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Teisert I assume that speeding up the aging process viould
not affeot keeping qualities however.

Joslyn: No, provided the rapid aging was properly carried
off.

SHEHRIES

Telser: There's at least one paper on research at Davis
on the rapid aging of sherry.

Joslyn: There has been Investigation on the rapid production
of flor flavor In sherry. This Is used to produce
a blended flor sherry. The sherries with the flor
flavor that have been developed by rapid means are
used only for blending purposes In very small amounts,
because the wine that results Is very high In acet-
aldehyde content, and doesn't have the other character-
istics of Spanish flor sherry.

This certainly does not replace a traditional
solera system of blending wines, which has enabled
the producers of sherry wine to market the sherry In
uniform quality year In and year out.

Telser: I believe Dr. Cruess worked on a method of making a
true flor sherry In California?

Joslyn: Some of his students were working on the use of flor
yeast In their production of sherry. In this they
were guided by the earlier experience of Professor
H. Schanderl In Germany, and actually used ciilt\ires

obtained from him.

While we have been successful In developing some
of the flor characteristics, we have not been able to

develop the basic characteristics of sherry. A much
better technique was Introduced In South Africa by
Dr. [C.J.G.] Nlehaus. He has actually been able to

produce South African sherry that competes with the
Spanish sherry for the British market.

Telser: It seems to me that I remember that the California
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Telser: Wine Association was making what I tinderstood to be
a flor sherry. This would have been 1950-51*

Joslyn: I was out of circulation. In 1950 I was laid up In
surgery for almost a year. In 'SI I was In Israel.
What hapoened In '50-* 51 as far as I'm concerned Is
a complete blank.

Telser: Is It worth anyone's time to continue trying to
develop a flor sherry here now?

Joslyn: Yes. Dr. Amerlne and his associates developed a

submerged method for the production of flor sherry
by the batch operation. This was later Improved at
the Western Research Laboratory by the development
of the continuous method of fermentation.

What this did was to enable us to produce sherry
that has the nose, the smell characteristics, of flor
sherry, but did not have all the backgroimd of body
characteristics, which In my opinion came from the
autolysis of yeast. So what is needed Is a combination
of the autolytlc changes that occurred In sherry
during the normal system of aging with the development
of the oxidative stages of the sherry production.

The other factor Is that in submerged fermenta-
tion you don't control the oxygen tension as one does
when the wine develops under a film. Because when
the wine develops under a film the wine Itself Is
under the reducing conditions, and so only the layer
that Is In contact with the air at the film Interfaces
In the oxidative conditions. So that an entirely
different method of oxidation is involved.

Telser: Sounds like steam beer, top fermentation beer.

Joslyn: Somewhat.

Telser: Is It worth trying to reproduce a sherry that can be
made better elsewhere?

Joslyn: It is worth trying to reproduce because the market
demand exists. However very often in distribution of
wines a winery that is a distributing organization
cannot supply all of the important classes, or most
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Joslyn: of the classes of wine. We do not have the market
that we could have if we supplied all types of
wine.

If California is to continue to market grapes
in the form of dessert and aperatif wines, we have
to have a method of producing acceptable sherries
that are competitive with the Imported sherries,
that suit the consumers* Judgment.

The fxindamental market for sweet wines Is in the
sherry, port, Tokay and Angelica group. Of these
groups of wine, the sherry and port actually form
the larger proportions.

There are two distinct sherries in California.
There Is the traditional California baked sherry,
and then there is the flor sherry type and the aged
unheated sherry. Because here, while there is a need
to develop improved ratjid methods of aging, it has
been shown many times that the fortified California
wine of a sherry type when allowed to age normally
for a long period of time in a wooden cooperage will
develOD sherry characteristics.

There are several producers of California
sherries by the baking procedure. This Is a product
quite different from the flor sherry. The aged
unheated sherry materials actually produce a very
palatable, very acceptable sherry. This requires a
long period of aging, and if this could be speeded
up so it could have the same body and flavor when
it develops after several years of storage in the
cask, this would be desirable.

Teiser: Are such sherries being produced commercially now?

Joslyn: Yes.

Teiser: And marketed not blended?

Joslyn: Yes, they're marketed not blended.

Now here there's a very Interesting thing, and
that is that the red wines under conditions of
oxidation will develop sherry characteristics quite
rapidly, and much better than the characteristics that
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Joslyn: can be developed under the same conditions with the
white wines. This Is what I had referred to before.

There are several processes for doing that. One
Is the aeration process, which was developed by Dr.
D.K. Tressler In New York, which Is based upon his
observation that bottled red grape Juice exposed to
oxidation and light developed an excellent sherry
flavor. So he developed a process of aeration of
Concord types, wine fortified with alcohol at a 20
per cent level. In order to speed up the process.
And some of the finer New York State sherries are
produced by this procedure. They're on the market as
the Great Western sherry.

So here Is an Important aspect for research.
VThat Is In red wine that lend themselves to more
rapid oxidation without the production of the over-
oxldlzed taste that characterizes the white wine
treated under the same conditions?

I think it is the combination of the pigment
itself, plus the bioflavonoids. There has been no
research in this field.

Telser: Are the ports here also of several kinds?

Joslyn: Yes, because we market several types of port. You
can see the niimber of types from the specifications
for the Judging of wines. Fundamentally, they are
either the tawny port or the ruby port.

Telser: Different port makers use quite different grapes
here?

Joslyn: It*s a question of producing a port wine that can be
sold profitably from the available grapes, that has
the acceptable characteristics. When large wineries
produce port wine they have to use grapes that are
available in sufficient quantities to give them the
overall quality they require in the volume that they
need.

Telser: Port is a less widely used wine than sherry, is it
not?

Joslyn: Yes. Sherry in the IMlted States, you mean?
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Telser: Yes.

Joslyn: That Is largely because the traditional port Is served
as a dessert wine, and we don't use very many dessert
wines. We use larger quantities of aperitif wines
to substitute for the cocktails that have become part
of our culture.

TOKAY, ANGELICA AND OTHER DESSERT WINES

Telser: Two other California dessert wines, Tokay and
Angelica, are those similar at all to European wines?

Joslyn: First of all, there Isn't any Angelica wine produced
outside of California. It Is not produced any place
else. Angelica wine Is traditionally a white sweet
fortified wine. It's actually produced In much
lower volumes than the muscat flavored wines, like
the Muscat and the Muscatel wines themselves. So
Angelica was traditionally a California type name,
and a California type product.

The California Tokay does not resemble the
traditional Hungarian TokaJ wine. This Is made from
a single variety of grapes the Purmlnt, and It's
made In two qualities. The free run TokaJ Essence
Is the highest priced wine, actually, on the European
market. It's very highly relished. It's an
exceedingly sweet wine of fairly high alcohol content.
The pressed Tokay Is of poorer quality.

Our Tokay wine Is a blended wine of port, sherry,
and Angelica type combination. It has some red color,
and some of the characteristics of port and sherry.
It's marketed as a California Tokay, T-0-K-A-Y instead
of the Hungarian T-0-K-A-J.

Telser: Muscatel...

Joslyn: We didn't mention these before, but they are also a
very Importeuit class of dessert wines. The California
Muscat flavored wine is usually produced from the
Muscat of Aleifiundria grapes. These are not used
elsewhere except possibly in Australia for the making
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Joslyn: of Muscat flavored wines. The Muscat flavored wines
In Europe are made from the select Muscat varieties,
and are marketed as the Muscatel wines.

We do produce a limited quantity of these In
California. The statistics on wine sales are
available, so you can check the relative quantities
of various wines.

WINE MAKING PRACTTICES, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE

Telser:

Joslyn:

Telser:

Joslyn:

Telser:

Joslyn:

What you know, and I don't believe Is on records
anywhere, are prevailing methods and customs that
wlnemakers use but don*t discuss.

They have the art and keep It to themselves.

I want to ask you about your consulting work with
both foods and wines, and also general changes that
you have seen In the wine Industry since Repeal,
here In California. But I don't want to keep you
talking any longer than you want. Would you like to
continue?

Yes.

Whichever of those subjects that you want to take up
now—

Well, first of all, so far as the over-all change In
California of the practices of wine making—these
practices are In the state of continual evolution.
There are changes to expedite the production of the
larger wineries, which Involve use of larger stainless
steel tanks for fermenting and the construction of these
tanks outdoors Instead of under roof, the Introduction
of the mechanical methods for the handling of grapes
from the field to the winery Itself, resulting from the
high price and cost of labor.

Labor In Callfomla and elseirtiere In the United
States Is Increasing In cost and Is phasing Itself
out. There are very high demands for automation.
There's a trend now all over to mechanize and automate
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Joalyn: as much as possible. There's also the need for the
larger wineries to develop techniques for the
production of more uniform wines from year to year,
because It costs money to establish the acceptability
of a particular brand name or wine type.

To reduce the advertising costs It Is essential
that the wines that are sold year In and year out
be more or less similar, as much as can be. We pride
ourselves In having a vintage year every year, even
though this Is not quite true. And we've experienced
years with Insufficient heat during the later growing
period like this year, which will be a very peculiar
year so far as grapes are concerned, because of
prolonged cold weather and the extensive rainy season.
This will reduce the cropping Itself.

So this Is one aspect that I see throughout.
The wine Industry as a fermentation Industry atlll la
behind the Industrial fermentation field In adopting
techniques that are used for the mass production of

antibiotics, chemicals, and so on. We can do a better
Job of engineering and controlling the production of

penicillin by fxingus suecles of penlcllllum. In fact,
we now know how to select the strain and how to

propagate It, how to Increase the yield of penicillin
by the X-ray Irradiation to cause mutation of the
species, et cetera.

We don't have the same sophistication of ability
in the wine Industry, largely because the wine Industry
Is not as competitive as other fermentation Industries
that have to compete with other sources for these
chemicals and antibiotics, synthetic or otherwise.
So that It still remains aloof because of the accept-
ability of a certain degree of variation between
seasonal production of wines.

Telser: Is It partly the character of the people? Many of
the older wlnemakers are people with Europeaui back-

grounds and traditional ways, still.

Joalyn: No, I think they're being replaced by younger people.
While they are guided by their forebeara' experience,
actually they have been trained at Berkeley and Davis
originally. There are laboratories and classes at
Davis in both wine growing and basic enology. They're
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Joslyn:

Telser:

Joslyn:

Telsert

Joslyn:

more knowledgeable concerning the principles of wine
making, and are more amenable to the introduction of
innovations than their parents would have been.

I may have overstated that.
I didn't.

Yes I did.

You knew the people and

Is it true that many were operating in traditional
ways, even after Repeal?

Well, I was told very frequently, as appears in my
previous interviews, that the big difference between
wine making in California pre-Prohibition and post-
Prohibition is the fact that the basic principles
of wine making, which were traditionally kept as an
operating secret by the old winemakers, became so
widely disseminated by the teaching and extension
activities that largely initially came from Berkeley
that knowledge which was available to a few became
available to all. This has characterized the wine
industry as a whole. And the wine industry, actually,
in the '30s was more open because there was communica-
tion between the young wine chemists, which then
later became changed. Until very recently, meetings
of the Wine Institute were closed meetings, and the
Information was not available to those who are not
present, or who are not members of the Wine Institute.
And this is also true of the closed sessions of the
American Society of Enologists.

Now, by our constant prodding, this Is breaking
up too, and there's more exchange of information and
data in some areas. We know fairly well about the
factors that control the selection and the harvesting
of the grape, and the conditions of maturity in which
the particular wine types should be made in particular
areas. We don't know enough about the effect of
mechanization to introduce a final breakthrough,
which is to crush and separate the wine in the fields,
and dispose of the pomace right in the vineyard itself,
without hauling the grapes to the winery and then
the crushing at the winery and dealing with the
waste products, more solid than liquid waste
products, that accxunulate in the fermentation at the
winery itself.
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TolserJ In connection with crushing in the field, has a
return of the practice of planting grapes in the
proportion of the final blend been suggested?

Joslyn: This is characteristically done in most of the great
vlticultural areas, with the exception of Alsace and
Loraine. The interesting thing is that only from
these two areas of Prance are varietal wines actually
sold. In all other areas their so-called varletals
are regional wines, e.g. the wines of Burgundy and
Chablls. They are made by the crushing of more than
one variety of grapes grown in their particular
climatic and soil conditions that characterize the
region.

Now, it's possible that if we knew enough about

blending of grapes before fermenting to plant several
varieties so that when these are harvested in the
field you get the same mixture. With the mechanical
harvesting this would be a problem because you'd
have to space the vines in between each other. You
couldn't have a block of one variety and a block of
another variety. And these would have to be Inter-
spersed so that when the harvester would come in you
would have a complete imiform mixture.

This would require a considerable amount of
experimentation and testing, and then it would result
in a delay of five to ten years until the new plantings
would become available. So that we're back in exactly
the same position we were in the early 1930' s when
we had to deal with two factors.

One was that the varieties of grapes available
for wine making were not always the most desirable
varieties. They Just happened to be the varieties
that were planted in these regions during the
Prohibition era, and we were faced with the problem
of teaching the winemakers how to use these varieties
in making a sound wine. While we recognized that the

improvement of quality could be made by varietal
selections, we also recognized the fact that the fine
varietal wine could be spoiled by improper fermentation-
So, we focused upon what came first.

We still have the situation that most supplies
of grapes come from the San Joaquin Valley and not from
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Joslyn:

Telser:

Joslyn:

Napa and Sonoma and Livermore Valleys or the
Cuoamonga Valley In the south. And we don't know
either how to deal with the grapes available from
the San Joaquin Valley in making the best type of
wine or what vsurieties should be planted under the
climatic conditions of the lower San Joaquin Valley
to produce a wine grape of the proper quality.
Neither aspect is known.

Is progress being made learning about varieties
suitable in the warmer valleys? The winemakers,
are they making progress?

I hope they are.
haven't seen it.

If great progress has been made I

The other aspect of blending is the blending of
different varieties to accentuate the major variety;
this I referred to previously. If the variety is

going to be marketed at 51 per cent by volume, what
shall be the other ^9 per cent? Here the product can
be made or ruined by improper blending. The question
here, also, is whether this blending should be done
before fermentation or after fermentation.

Prom the standpoint of operating procedure it
would be easier to do It after fermentation. Prom
the standpoint of real blending it would be better
to have this carried out initially. Then, again,
it's subject to trial and error, to test.

Teiser: The development of new varieties that Dr. Olmo and
others are doing, I suppose, can supply some solutions.

Joslyn: Well, he has some varieties that have not been tested.
And, also, as I pointed out previously, some of his
varieties which were downgraded by his fellow enologists
proved to be very acceptable in the conventional
conditions by changing the prooediire of fermentation
and bottling. Emerald Riesling Is a case of point, and
Ruby Cabernet is another case of point.

And it may be for the proper development of a
wine from a variety like the Ruby Cabernet one has
to use procedures quite different from those they
use for the conversion of Cabernet Sauvlgnons into
an acceptable wine. This should be tested under
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Joslyn: commercial conditions, not in the small scale winery
because of the hidden factors that are involved in
going from the laboratory bench to a large scale
production.

Teiser: You're speaking of the small production facilities
at Davis?

Josljmt Yes.

Teiser: Both of those wines now, I believe, are being
produced commercially.

Joslyn: Yes, they are, and they're very acceptable and they
sell in very large quantities.

Teiser: Have such programs of development of new varieties
been undertaken in other co\intries?

Joslyn: They have in Israel. They are being investigated in
Australia very effectively, and in South America,
Chile, and Argentina.

Teiser: Through the xiniversity, and probably through other
sources to a less extent, American winemakers are
aware of what's going on in European and other nations'
laboratories and test stations—is that correct?

Joslyn: Yes and no, because the acquaintanceship with other
practices by the average American winemaker has not
been as complete or as thorough as it should be. As
an example, Leo Berti, who designed the new winery
for Paul Masson in the Salinas Valley area, went to
Europe and attended the International Viticultural
Conference and took the time to visit the wineries In
Switzerleuid and Germany. And he came back and told
me that he was ashsmed of the fact that he didn't know
as much about current wine making practices in
Switzerland and Eiirope as he now knew, because he
said had he known of these practices before he would
never have built his new winery the way that he did.

The trend now is toward important changes in
wine making procedures. Many of the winemakers now
realize that you can make a better white wine variety
by pressing the Juice from the crushed grapes very
quickly and making a complete separation of the solid
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Joslyn:

Teiser:

Joslyn:

Teiser:

Joslyn:

Teiser:

Joslyn:

Teiser:

Joslyn:

Teiser:

Joslyn:

components from the Juice Itself, and fermenting the
clear Juice alone. And this Is being done now.

The Important thing here Is to develop techniques
for crushing white grapes In the field imder conditions
such that the oxidative changes In these »rtilte grapes
are reduced to a minimum or are suppressed. And
crushing red grapes under conditions such that you
have complete extraction of the desirable constituents
from the skin, because you normally ferment the red
grapes with the skins for a much longer period of time
than you ferment the whites. With the white grapes they
are not allowed to ferment on the skins, with the possible
exception of some of the Muscatel varieties.

This Is new?

This Is new technology. There are developments abroad,
and there are developments In the United States. There
are developments In machinery, and we still depend upon
the European machinery. We have developed some machinery
of our own, but not enough to meet the needs of the
wlnemaker.

As I remember, the California wineries have boxight
their machinery from only two or three different
places. It's been a very specialized msuiufacturlng
field, has It not?

Yes. They used to buy their machinery from only two
firms, the Valley Foundry Company In Fresno, and the
Healdsburg Machine shop In Healdsburg, California,
because the demand has not been large enough. How
many crushers can be sold In California as a whole?
It's not like the demand for canning machinery or
drying machinery.

What about European Imports? How much Is bought from abroad

They are still buying from abroad.

They have been all along?

Yes.

I suppose Italy manufactures great quantities.

And so does Prance, and Germany, euid Switzerland. We
can get equipment from South America and South Africa.
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(Interview #^ - June 28, 1973)

RESEARCH STUDIES

Telser: May I begin with a 1935 matter that probably has long
since been forgotten? I came across It In a Wine
Institute report of March 1935 [reading]: "An \irgent
plea for wine samples for research work Is received
from the University of California, College of Agri-
culture, Division of Viticulture and Prult Products.
We strongly urge all members in the Napa, Sonoma,
Santa Clara, Lodl, Fresno and Los Angeles districts
to Immediately send at least one fifth gallon bottle
of each of the following types which they have on
hand to Professor M.A. Joslyn, College of Agriculture,
University of California, Berkeley. A large number
of samples are required. The names of those
contributing samples will not be made public in
connection with the results. The research is being
conducted on the freezing point, heat transfer, and
other aspects of California wine, and is for the
benefit of the industry as a whole."

It doesn't list the types; it seemed to start to,
but didn't. Do you remember that project?

Joslyn: Yes, I do. That was concerned with the problem of
stabilizing wine against the precipitation of cream
of tartar crystals in the bottle after bottling. I
had an extensive series of investigations planned
to determine the proper holding temperature and the
length of time required to precipitate the excess of
cream of tartar from the wine. Because at that time
there were only two possibilities for obtaining
tartrate stability: one was by the precipitation of
the excess tartrate with caloivun salts according to
a process originally proposed by [John] Eoff , and the
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Joslyn: other was chilling the wine. And we dldn»t know what
the factors were that would Influence the precipitation
of tartar by chilling of the wine, nor did we know
what the maximum tartrate content of the wine would
be or the maximum potassium content of the wine would
be at which tartrate stability would be achieved during
the normal distribution of the wine.

Teiser:

Joslyn:

Teiser:

Joslyn:

Teiser:

This was complicated by the fact that the
American t)ubllc, even then, had a tendency to overchlll
the wines before serving; wines are very commonly
placed In the refrigerator Instead of being chilled
In Ice water before serving. The lower the temperature
the more likely cream of tartar would crystal Ize out.
So that we had a whole series of Investigations planned,
for which I wanted typical commercial wines of known
history, both old and new.

And we still do not know enough about the
tartrate stability of all the wines of California.
Because much more work has to be done, even though
considerable amotmt of this work has been done already
by the group In viticulture at Davis.

As a result of this particular 1935 work, was there

any practical result released to the Industry?

Yes. We compared freezing of wine to more raoldly
separate the cream of tartar to the longer storage
period at higher temperatures, and we released
information to the wine industry on conditions
governing the crystallzatlon of excess of cream of
tartar In the wine. This Is In one of the publications
that I gave you.

In your bibliography. You and Dr.

papers on this in 1935 and 1936.*

Yes.

Marsh published

When cream of tartar separates out. Is there any effect
other than visual?

See Appendix II.
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Joslyn: Cream of tartar Is not toxic, and there's no effect
other than the grlttlness. Cream of tartar crystals
are very gritty, so that if they get in your mouth,
there's a tendency to feel that you're biting into
grit.

Teiser: Oh, well, that's unpleasant.

THE FIELD OP POOD SCIENCE

Teiser: Are there any other general fields of experimentation
that we haven't discussed that you think of? Of
course, they're reflected in your bibliography.

Joslyni My work has not been limited to enology. But it
actually dealt with various aspects of food technology
and particularly concentrated upon the chemical aspects
of food, processing, Including the enzyme chemistry of
fruit and vegetable products primarily, although I

have worked on products other than fruit and vegetable
products.

Teiser: I noticed that originally when you entered the

department it was called "Pruit Technology" and then
changed to "Pood Technology.

"

Joslyn: Originally, when I entered the department it was the
fruit products laboratory of the Division of
Viticulture. Mr. Cruess was in charge, and Mr.
Arthur W. Christie was his assistant at that time.
Then the department became Viticulture and Pruit
Products in the first stage, and after that a
Department of Pruit Technology was created, irtiloh

later became the Department of Pood Technology, and
even later yet became the Department of Pood Science
and. Technology. It existed as Pood Science and
Technology until I960, both at Berkeley and at Davis,
when Gordon Maokinney and I were given the choice of
transferring to Davis or getting out of the department
because the Berkeley branch of the Department of Pood
Science and Technology was abolished. This was without
consultation with the staff as a whole. At that time
I was away on my sabbatical leave In Switzerland.
Dr. Mackinney decided to transfer to the new Department
of Nutritional Sciences, but he waited until my arrival.
Harold Olcott transferred also, and we beoeune part of the
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Joslyn: Department of Nutritional Sciences after I came back.

Telser: Had Dr. Cruess retired by then?

Joslyn: Dr. Cruess had retired quite a number of years ago,
I forget exactly vrtien.

Telser: So you were the one left In Berkeley then?

Joslyn: Macklnney and I were the only ones left In our depart-
ment. Olcott was In the Institute of Marine Resources,
attached to the department, and he's now at Davis,
California.

Telser: Were you chairman of the Pood Science Executive
Committee?

Joslyn: Yes. From * ^8 to •58. I was chairman of the Graduate

Study Group In Pood Science. And also I was very
active In trying to establish the possibilities of

doing creative scholarly work in applied fields, but
I concentrated In developing food science as a
scientific field of research, even though it was the

apTJli cation of the basic sciences to foods and food

processing.

Telser: Well, you succeeded, did you not, in that aim?

Joslyn: Pood science is recognized all over the world now
as a scientific field of enquiry. And in many parts
of the country Ph.D. degrees are given in food science.

Only at the University of California, we still have
no provisions for a Ph.D. in food science, because of
the fear that it was an applied field, even though we

give Ph.D. degrees in wood science, in soil science
and many other fields that are Just as broad and

overlapping as food science would be.*

Telser: Although much of the Inspiration for other universities

giving that degree came from Berkeley?

Joslyn: Came from Berkeley, yes.

See Appendix III, •*Pood Science Program at Berkeley.
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Telser: I suppose many of your students have gone to other
universities then and carried that thought?

Joslyn: Yes, we have students teaching not only here, but In
India, in Egypt, in Israel, in Canada, and many parts
of the United States. I don't have any previous
students of mine who are at the University of
California.

Telser: In your teaching were you more interested in graduate
studies than tindergraduate?

Joslyn: No, I had given a niunber of undergraduate courses.
I developed the course in food amalysis that resulted
in the publication of a book on food analysis,*
which was very well received in 1950 and the second
edition of which was published Just recently, euid

it's still acclaimed as one of the most definitive
works in food analysis.

I also gave a course in introductory food processing
and seminar courses in various aspects of food. I

introduced at the University the field of food
enzymology as an undergraduate field of work, and
food engineering, and was instrimental in the reintro-
duction of food microbiology at Berkeley, which is now
given in our Department of Nutritional Sciences. And
last year it had an undergraduate enrollment of over
seventy in the laboratory.

Telser: I didn't realize that there was that large a current
interest. I suppose that it has grown so through
your indirect and direct influence both.

Joslyn: Indirect and direct influence and the influence of

many others, because it's not a one-man development.

Telser: Was the University of California a leader, however,
in this development, or were there other universities
that—?

Joslyn: The Massachusetts Institute of Technology under first
Samuel Gate Prescott and Bernard E. Proctor and now

Methods in Pood Analysis Applied to Plant Products .

See Appendix II.
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Joslyn: Nevln S. Scrimshaw also has a growing program In
food science, and they now have a larger staff In
food science than we have at Berkeley.

Telser: Over the years the Department of Pood Science and
the vltlcultural and vlnlcultural studies have
shifted somewhat, have they not. In their relation-
ship to the Industries that they are related to?

Joslyn: Yes, because In the beginning we concentrated
primarily on the utilization of surplus fruits and
vegetables, surplus crops In California, In order
to develop possible uses for products that could
not be marketed as fresh produce. And we also tried
to develop new uses for the standard Items of food.

Today, with the growth and development of the food
Industries, they want to develop their own products,
and what they need actually Is soiind Information on
the basic properties of foods that they deal with,
and which they can apply themselves.

Telser: That would Indicate greater sophistication on the
part of the Industries?

Joslyn: It's greater sophistication; It's greater mechanization
of the food Industries than before. Because of the
rising cost of labor, agriculture Itself has become
more mechanized and chemicalized. And the food
Industry operation has become more sophisticated,
more complicated, much more automated.
And now we've Introduced modem methods of organization
In research and development, so that some operations
are completely computerized and almost automatically
controlled. Some are still seml-automatlo. There
still Is a problem of needing to train workers,
because there still Is some hand Mtork. Involved, and
the human finger pushes a button that activates an
automated system. Very often because of Improper
training of the programmer or the computer operator,
mistakes are made that are very costly. That Is why
they've had a series of recent mistakes In food
processing which has resulted In the first development
of botullnus Intoxication In commercially processed
food In many, many years.

Telser: I suppose that you have also more imlverslty-tralned
people In management positions now than you did
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Telseri formerly, do you not?

Joslyni Yes, although there are very few Industries that
hire technologically trained personnel In top
management. In most cases the top management comes
from sales rather than from technology, on the grounds
that you can always buy brains but you can't buy the
ability to market the product at a profit. And the
object of all technical endeavor Is profit.

JOSLYN-AMERINE PUBLICATIONS

Telser: At one time there was a decision made that you and
Dr. Amerlne should collaborate on the work that you
did collaborate upon.

Joslyn: Well, at that time, about 1938, because of the lack
of trained personnel In the wine Industry and the
large number of wineries that were being operated,
we felt an Important thing was to stress the sound
practices In the control of fermentation, and
viticulture was stressing the Importance of varieties*
So the Industry was confronted with two entirely
different sets of recommendations from the University.
Dean Claude B. Hutchison decided that this was
not proper, and so he felt that there should be a
resolution of the differences of opinion between the
two departments. And so I was selected to prepare
our position, and Amerlne the vitlcultural position,
and we planned together a series of publications that
became actually classics in the field, the publica-
tions on the commercial production of table wines,
dessert wines, and brandies. And in order to be
completely impartial, we divided these publications
up so that Amerlne was senior author on one publication,
the one on table wines, and I was senior author on
the publication on dessert wines euid brandies. At
that time dessert wine production was economically
more Important than table wines. Today the reverse
is true.

Telser: Was that what you had been working toward? Other
people had indicated that they hoped that table
wines would eventually take the larger proportion
of the market.
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Joslyni No, I was prlmfiirlly Interested In doing creative,
scholarly work In the field. My Interest was In
finding out the basic facts that determine the
quality of the wine and determine the stability of
the wine that Influence the economy of production.

WORK IN ISRAEL, CHINA AND IRELAND

Telsert

Joslyn:

Let me ask about your work In Israel,
'fifties : you started, wasn't It?

In the

Telser:

Joslyn J

Telsert

Joslyn:

I first went to Israel at the request of the
Scientific Research Coimcll In 1951* I was there
on my sabbatical In 1951 » shortly after a very
serious surgery In 1950* We were there for six
months .

What was the work specifically that you were asked
to do?

I was asked to advise the citrus concentrate producers
and canners association on the production of orange
Juice concentrate and citrus products. And I was
also asked to advise the minister of agriculture on
the production of other products In Israel, which
Included wines and other processed fruit products.
Because at that time Israel was dependent largely upon
Imports for Its products. I dealt with everything
from bread to wine.

And now has It ©hanged tremendously?

Now It has changed tremendously. I've been In Israel
several times since. Israel now produces more of the
food which they cons\ime, so that they need only to
Import some of the wheat for their cereal products
and bread, and smaller quantities of meat than they
used to Import before because they are raising grazing
animals In some parts of Israel. They have a sufficient
production of chickens and eggs, and they now produce
enotigh milk, so they now are no longer dependent upon
the imports of powdered skim milk from the United
States.
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Teiser:

Joslyn:

Telsert

Joslyn :

Teiser:

Joslyn:

Teiser:

Joslyn:

Teiser:

Joslyn:

Teiser:

Josljrn:

Teiser:

Joslyn:

They're producing some wines?

They're producing enough wines to meet their local
demands and they're exporting wines.

Will they be a factor In the world wine market, do
you think?

For the Orthodox traditional Jews they would be a

factor, because observant people like to serve
Israeli wines. Israel also manufactures some

liqueurs, which are not as good as they should be,
but they also have a sale abroad.

Are their wines traditionally rather sweet?

No, they have some table wines that are dry, and
some sweet wines. They're not like the kosher
Manlschewltz wines of the type we have here, although
they do also produce the Concord-base type wine.

Are they growing Concord grapes?

They Import some Concord concentrate.

Are their grapes mainly European?

Their grapes are vlnlfera varieties.

This brings up something that has puzzled me, that
has come up occasionally In Interviews about
Prohibition. I have been told that during Prohibition
there was a good deal of sale of wine to either
Jewish congregations through rabbis—
I told you that.

Was It used In home services on Friday nights?

Friday nights and for the holidays. Because the
traditional grace Involved a blessing over the fruit
of the vine, irtiloh Is wine, and over bread.

Teiser: And at a point In the service In the ssrnagogue, as
I remember, the rabbi drinks a little wine himself?
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Joslyn* This Is the klddush « Friday evening and sabbath.
And then at the end of the high holidays.

Telsert So there was a steady small amoiint of wine used?

Josljm: Jews as a whole very rarely drank to an excess,
because they value wine for Its ritual use. There
wasn^t em overwhelming use of wine by Jews. For
Passover wine was served very regularly and very
commonly.

Telsen You also worked In China.*

Joslyn: I was in the Army from 19^2 to almost the end of »45.
In 19^5 I was in China in charge of the development
of subsistence supplies for the Alpha divisions,
because we had no ground combat troops. We had the
air force, which was the outgrowth of Chenault's
Plying Tigers. And we relied upon Chiang Kai-shek
for troops to be used for ground combat. Part of
our mission was to outfit them and train them. So I

had to develop sources of food supply for them.

Teiseri There in the Orient?

Joslyn t In China.

Telsert vniat sort of supplies did you develop?

Joslynt All types of supplies. We had operational rations.
1*11 show you a picture.

Telsert I see, food in packages.

Joslyn t In packages. Everything was developed there, and
this is the picture of the Ingredients, and the type
of products by nsune, and this is the General Wang
emd Colonel Lee, who were the Chinese...

Telser: Is this a chart explaining what is In the rations, that
is between them?

Professor Joslyn was awarded the Special Breast Order
of Yun Hul, with ribbon, by the National Government of
China in 19^5*
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JoslyTi: That's right.

Telser: With Chinese characters.

Joslyn: [Showing other photographs] And this Is a puffed
rice milling plant there, and. this Is a small rice
puffer, >rtiere we puffed rice. This Is the picture
of the terrain where the first food factory was
going to be erected In China for the production of
military supplies. This Is how I had the workers
cover their heads so that everything was nice and
clean—the workmen In the plant msuiufactxirlng the
emergency rations.

Telser: Where was it located, the plant?

Joslyn t Near Chunking.

Telser: You must have had to learn a little Chinese?

Joslyn: No. [Showing another photograph] This was my first
failure. Because of the shortage of meat. I thoxight
It would be possible to raise rabbits that were raised
for meat In Australia, so I found rabbits In Northern
China which were Immune to the Chinese diseases. I

brought them to Chunking and started to raise them.
And then I had a banquet at which we featiured rabbit
meat, and the only person who ate the rabbit meat
was me. None of the Chinese ate that.

This Is the Colonel petting the little rabbit.
And this Is General [George E.] Stratemeyer and
myself. I developed dysentery In China, and was laid
up In a hospital a month after the war had ended.

Telser: How did It happen that they didn't like the rabbit?
Was It they didn't like the taste of It, or the Idea
of It?

Joslyn: They Just saw those little animals and said they were
too cute to be killed. On the other hand they ate
mice.

Telser: I see that a year ago— '70 to '71—you were working
in Ireland. How did that come about?
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Joslyn: That was my sabbatical leave year. I've been In
many places of the world, but we*d never been in
Ireleuid- In Ireland they have a problem of surplus
wheat, which may surprise you. So they wanted
projects to develop outlets for the surplus wheat.
So what I proposed was to mill the wheat into the
types of flours which they could use, and convert
the rest into yeast protein and food for the
animals.

Teiser: Is there an easy process for that?

Joslyn: It would have to be developed, which we did develop.

Teiser: Where were you working there?

Joslyn: Largely in Oakpark and Dublin. No, we lived in
Carlon, but the laboratory—the Institute of
Agricultural Research—was near Oakpark.

Teiser: A government laboratory was it?

Joslyn: A federal government laboratory.

Teiser: Did you enjoy that year there?

Joslyn: Yes, but it was a difficult year because we had
personnel problems.

Teiser: But you seemed to have accomplished what you set out
to do.

Joslyn: We accomplished what we set out to do. And we made
some very interesting discoveries in the growth of
a fxingus, Pulularis pulullans .

Teiser: Is that something that is peculiar to Ireland?

Joslyn: No, no, this is a microbiological project. It»8 not
peculiar to Ireland. It was a study on what is
commonly known as black yeast.

Teiser: And you made a good deal of progress on it?

Josl3m: We made enough progress so that there should be at
least one or two publications out. I don't know
whether they've come out yet or not.
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Telseri I see in Wines and Vlnea that you* re planning to be
doing consulting work with Industry. I think you
spoke earlier of some of the vfork that you'd been
doing, but are you working on some projects now
that you can discuss?

Joslyn: Well, I've been consulting with Gentry International
at Gllroy on dehydrated onions, because of the
problem of high bacterial content In onions. Onions
are a vegetable that Is not blanched prior to
dehydration and Is dried during the dehydration at
temperatures at which the enzymes Involved In flavor
production are not destroyed. Fairly low temperatures.
Bacteria are not destroyed as they would be destroyed
by preparation of the material by blanching as Is done
by other vegetables, or by higher temperature drying,
as can be done with some vegetables. So that the
microbial load Is high. And because dehydrated onions
are used In so many types of products, particularly
In meat products, there's a need to produce dehydrated
onions of low microbial content, so they would not be
liable to cause Infection In unpasteurized products
like cheeses and salami and products of this kind.

Telser: And that work Is going forward now. Is It?

Joslyn: It Is going forward now. And I'm still consulting
for Colman, which Is one of the largest food and
related Industries firms In the United Kingdom. They
have plants In the United States, Canada, Mexico,
Australia, Europe.

Telser: With many different kinds of products?

Joslyn: With many different kinds of products.

Telser: Are you doing any consulting In the wine Industry?

Joslyn: Not yet.

Telser: I suppose people will be after you soon.

Joslyn: I didn't know that a notice appeared in Wines and
Vines.
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Telser:

Joslyn:

Telser:

Joslyn:

It was a news report item,
research of your own also?

Are you doing any

I^m still continuing my research work on the
chemistry and physiology of astrlngency In food
products. The astringent factor apparently Is the
leucoanthocyanln. And there's very little actually
known about the physiology of astrlngency or the
chemistry of the astringent principle. We have been
determining the factors that Influence the determina-
tion of the leucoanthocyanlns In various products,
in order to have a reDroduclble, objective method of
detecting and determining it.

Vfhat will be the practical consequences?

The body of wine Is largely determined by the
astrlngency. The red wines are very full-bodied
and heavy, the white wines are very light In body,
and the flavonolds, the phenollcs related to the
astringent principle, are actually very labile, and
they change during the aging of wines. So part of
the chemistry of the aging process Involves these
substances. The taste of many fruit Juices is largely
determined by the astringent principles that are left
in the product; the edibility of bananas, of
persimmons, is determined by the degree to which
astrlngency is reduced in ripening. There are many
practical aspects. I could continue enumerating
them ad infinitum.

THE GAHEEH OP A FOOD SCIENTIST

Telser: Are there other things that we have not discussed
that you feel should be? With such a varied and
productive career as you have had and are having,
I*m not sure that I've been able to Include everything
of Importeuioe.

Joslyn: Well, we were going to discuss my Initial venture
into the field of food products into food solenoe.
This came when I was a senior, actually, in the
College of Chemistry, and one of my classmates told
me about Pood Products, that there were courses in
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Joslyn: Pood Products and there were products to be
examined—there was plenty of canned food to eat,
and you could always eat up the material that you
analyzed, which you couldn't do In a chemistry lab.
And the courses were simple enough, and you wouldn't
have to concentrate much to get A's In the courses.

So I went over to start talcing the courses. And
at that time Professor [J.W.] McBaln came from
England to give a course In colloid chemistry, and
I was caught between two desires. I decided In
favor of taking the course In colloid chemistry and
not taking food products then. But In the summer I

had worked for Mr. John Irish, who was another of Cruess*
assistants, because he didn't know how to use thermo-
couples. And that January I enrolled In the College
of Agriculture and shifted my major Into Pood Products
and was employed as a research assistant In Pood
Products and stayed on ever since, except for brief
periods of time—from 19^2 to '^5 when I was in the
Army and then In '51 when I asked for a sabbatical
leave overseas In Israel and In 1958-60 when I was
overseas.

Telser: Well, the fact that you continued In a straight line
in your career still hardly explains how its been so

productive—but I don't suppose that you can explain
that any more than you can explain how your Intelligence
is made or whatever [laughing].

Joslyn: Well, I've had a varied career. I have wide interests,
and I saw the possibility of discovering Important
new fields of knowledge by the application of basic
sciences. And I was very much interested in all types
of related fields—microbiology, biochemistry, and
plant physiology, and physics.

Telsert That's how you can be a generalist and a specialist
at the same time.

Joslyni Well, I used to say that in an age of specialization
when a person knows more euid more about less and less
until he knows everything about nothing, I selected
the reverse—to know less and less about more and
more until I know nothing about everything. [Laiighing]

Transcribers:

Pinal Typist:

Elizabeth Dubravac, Marilyn Pemandez,
Pat Raymond
Keiko Suglmoto
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APPENDIX III

Food Science Program at Berkeley

M. A. Joslyn

Oepartmnt of Nutritional Sciences

Food win win the war and write the peace - War Food Administration, World

War 1 .

Food, Peace and Freedom. Man's eternal hopes, written large on the calendar

of time, are heightened and symbolized In this joyous season. May the

Joy of advancing these hopes be yours this Christmas and through the

New Year - Seasons Greetings, International Minerals and Chemicals Corp.,

1966.

We are all aware of the problem facing the world In trying to Improve the

food resources of over half the present population who are either malnourished

or at the brink of frank starvation. We also must cope with the food

requirements of the future for an ever Increasing population. The world today

Is divided Into areas like ours In which agricultural production Is greater

than existing needs and those like Asia and Africa where production of crops

and food stock Is minimal. We are concerned with abundance and excessive

consumption of food leading to Increase In obesity while other nations are

concerned with meeting the bare essentials of a subsistence diet. Our agriculture

Is so highly developed that only a small proportion of our population Is now

engaged In primary production, raising and harvesting or slaughter or catching

of cattle, fish, poultry, cereal, fruit and vegetable crops of field, orchard,

river, or sea. Our food Industry Is engaged In developing new products, new
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processes, new packaginf? for the over 6,000 different Items of food which

cotnpete with each other for a place In the limited stomach capacity of man.

Trlmned, cut, and prepared, prepackaged perishables, convenience foods, special

dietary foods are continually being Introduced. Our food Industry It a highly

competitive Industry based on rapid turnover at small margins. It Is one of

our largest Industries with an annual turnover exceeding 100 billions of dollars.

In view of the present economic Importance of the food processing

Industry and the Important role that food scientists and food technologists

are and can play In developing world food resources. It is of interest to

examine the historical development and present status of research and teaching

In food science at the University of California.

Interest In and support for Investigations In food chemistry and food

processing at the University of California was Initiated with the appointment

of Eugene Woldemar Hllgard In 1875 as Professor of Agriculture and Botany.

While primarily a soil scientist, he very early became Interested In viticulture

and enology. Already In 1877 he reported on the concentration of grape

Juice Into grape syrup and In 1879 Investigated the sun drying of sugar beets

and the absorption of hygroscopic moisture by cereal grains. California

dried fruits attracted his attention In 1893 and In 1895. In the program of

work Included In the College of Agriculture which he developed and headed as

Dean and In the Agricultural Experiment Stations which he established and

directed, he Included observations on olive pickling and olive oil production

and clarification. At that time he also Investigated the storage of fresh

grapes and Introduced fumigation with sulfur dioxide to control molding.

Professor Hllgard established a Laboratory of Agricultural Chemistry

and selected and assigned three assistant chemists to head various phases:
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M. E. Jaffa was placed In charge of foods and fertilizers, 6. W. Shaw

In charge of soil and sugar beet production and technology, and G. E.

Colby in chat'ge of fruits, water, and Insecticides. During his term

of service to the University of California, 1875-1906, he esUbllshed

a Division of Feeding Stuffs, Dairy Products and Nutritional Investigations

headed by Jaffa who later became the first Professor and Head of the

Division of Nutrition.

Instruction In various phases of foods and nutrition was Introduced

late In the 19th century and extended to 1918. The catalog of courses

In 1913 listed courses In sugar technology and cereals taught by Professor

Charles F. Shaw, Professor of Soil Technology; a course In chenlstry

of fruits taught by Assistant Professor George E. Colby; a course In

Industrial zyinoloay (actually food microbiology) taught by Mr. W. V. Cruess,

then an assistant In zyi.ology; a course In agricultural chemistry

(analysis of water. Insecticides, and fruits) taught by Assistant

Professor George E. Colby and four courses In nutrition taught by

Professor M. E. Jaffa, his wife, and a young assistant professor; McCharles.

These courses Included one on pure food and drug laws and their operation,

• laboratory course In food and household chemistry, a course on chemistry

of milk and milk products and one on the fundamental principles of

nutrition.

The staff In the Division of Nutrition continued to Increase and

the breadth and scope of the courses offered also Increased. As late

as 1922, Professors Jaffa, Goss and Lea offered upper division courses

In dairy chenilstry, food and food products, food analysis and food chemistry.

Then while Professor Jaffa was absent on sabbatical leave, the Division
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of Nutrition was abolished, one of the recently added staff members.

Assistant Professor Agnes Fay Morgan Introduced a Division of Household

Science In the College of Letters and Science and the other staff menders were

transferred to the University Farm campus at Davis or absorbed elsewhere.

It was not until 1938 that this loss In the College of Agriculture was

corrected by the return of Professor A. F. Morgan and her staff to

establish the Department of Home Economics In the College of Agriculture.

This later became the Department of Nutrition and Home Economics

and finally the Department of Nutritional Sciences. In the early 1920 's

also a Division of Dairy Industries was established at Davis and research

and teaching In dairy chemistry and technology was centered there.

At the start and during World War I, Important changes also were

made In the Division of Viticulture. As Indicated above, Kllgard not

only established Berkeley as the center of Investigations In viticulture

and enology but also In various aspects of fruit processing. W. V. Cruess

who began his career In the College of Agriculture as enologlst and zymologlst

continued this Interest In fruit processing. With the passage of the

Volsted Act In 1918 and the virtual abolishment of wine-making, Cruess

developed a program of research and teaching In fruit products. A

Division of Viticulture and Fruit Products was established, A. W. Christie

added to the staff and Cruess and Christie Introduced two courses, one

a year course In fruit and vegetable products and the other a pro seminar

In fruit products. Fruit products laboratories were established In

Hllgard Hall when It was erected In 1917.

A separate Division of Fruit Products was established In Berkeley In

1935 as well as one In Viticulture at Davis. This Division continued
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under the chairmanship of Professor M. V. Cruess until 1945 when It was

renamed Food Technology. In 1951 most of the existing staff In Food

Technology were transferred to the Oavis can|)us where a new building

devoted to Food Technology was erected. From 1951-1961 Instruction and

research In Food Technology was available at both the Berkeley and

Davis campus. In 1960 the Department of Dairy Industries was absorbed

by Food Technology and the Department of Food Science and Technology

created. This continued to exist both at Berkeley and Oavis until 1962

when Food Science and Food Technology was abolished as such at Berkeley.

The Berkeley staff were transferred first to the Department of Nutrition

and Home Fconomlcs end later to the Department of Nutritional Sciences

when It was established.

From post World War I until 1928, the staff In Fruit Products was

limited to two academic menders and the curriculum to one lecture and

laboratory course on fruit and vegetable products. In 1928 a separate

lecture course on principles and practices of fruit and vegetable processing

and a laboratory course In this field were Introduced. This program

together with pro seminar was continued until the Division of Fruit

Products was established In 1935. Additions to the staff were made,

the breadth and depth of research In the field was Increased, and the

curriculum strengthened. In 1938 a course In the Biology of Yeast

was Introduced, In 1948 a course In plant pigments was added and In 1949

the curriculum v/as changed to establish a core of seven courses (principles

and practices of food processing, chemical and biochemical aspects of

food processing, principles of food processing operations, food analysis,

yeast and related organisms, food microbiology, nature of coloring matters.
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recent advances In food technology, unit operations In food Industries).

To this proqran a course on microscopy of food materials was Introductd

In 1951 and one on enzytnc techr.olocy In 1954.

From the start the teaching proqrar ei-Tphaslzed principles rather

than practices, science and technolooy rather than art. Unlike other

•arly protjrarrs, practice courses In canning, drylnn, picklinn, freezing,

or In .Ian, jelly, candy-makino, etc. were not offered. Neither were courses

on particular food products (fruit, veqetables, milk, cheese, ineat, poultry,

tggs, etc.) Our students were prepared for production control, processing

suptrvlslon, research and developrnent In a wide spectrum of food Industries

(canning, drying, pickling, brewinq, vine nakinq, freezing, etc.). The

success of the program stressing principles rather than practices, processing

operations rather than products, is attested to by the high reqard for

graduate students In this program In the Itnlted States and elsewhere. The

old Division of Fruit Products and the newer Departirent of Food Science and

Technology had and have both national and International prestige.

The undergraduate students In Fruit Products and later In Food

Technolory completed their requ1 rer.«nts for the R.5. decree In the

Curriculum In Plant Science until 1947. In 1947 an undergraduate Curriculum

In Food Technology was established and In 1951 a Curriculum In Food Science

to Include undergraduate students In Dairy Industry, Food Technology and

Enology was established. The Divisions In the Collecje of Agriculture were

givtn Deoartment status In 1952. Undergraduate students at Davis still

graduate In Food Science and undergraduate students at Eerkeley graduate In

Dietetics, Food and Nutritional Sciences (with nsajors either In nutrition or

food science).
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When Instruction and research In food science and technology tias

Introduced In Berkeley there were few other Universities offering

similar prograins. The University of Washington at Seattle under

Professor John Cobb very early Introduced a program of food processing

In the Division of Ichthyology, Oregon Agricultural College followed.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology Introduced a curriculum In sanitary

microbiology which later was the basis of a program In food technology.

Interest In food science and technology continued to develop In the

United States. In 1937 and 1919 conferences In food technology were held

at M.I.T. In Cambridge and at the second conference In 1939 the Institute

of Food Technologists was formed as the Professional Society of Food

Technologists. This grew frori a few hundred charter mecibers to a

mecibershlp of over 9,000 and from one reglenal section to over 40 with

several foreign affiliated societies.

With the growth of the Institute of Food Technologists, and the

Improvement In professional status of food technologists, demand for

trained food technologists by the food Industries Increased until now It

cannot be met by the Institutions offering training In this field. As of

now some 40 Universities and Institutions of Higher Learning In United States

and Canada offer acceptable program of study In food science and technology.

The program developed at Berkeley and transferred to 3av1s meets this minimum

requirement while the present one at Berkeley does not.

At the graduate level, a terminal professional M.S. degree was

introduced In Fruit Products at Birkeley and In Dairy Industries at

Davis. This was termed Agricultural Technology, I being Fruit Products

S^
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at Berkeley and II Dairy Industry at Davis. This continued to ^e the

practice In the Graduate Division until the Introduction of the field of

Food Science In 1948. In 1949 this was adooted as the graduate

InterdepartRwntal field or qroup major for the M.S. degree. At the time

the M.S. degree In Food Science was Introduced It was planned, after a

trial period, to extend It to Include the Ph.D. degree. This so far has

not been accomplished.

In 1972, the Graduate Council of the Berkeley Campus approved a program

of studies leadlnq to the Ph.D. In Food Science and this was approved by

the Statewide Graduate Coordinating Comlttee. This program, however, hat

not been Irtplemented so far and still requires Administration approval.

In the development of graduate program of study at the University

of California provision was established for the recognition of botli

departmental and group majors. Dean C. B. Llpman was a strong supporter

of Interdepartmental or group majors. Under his reign In office many

of the existing field majors were Introduced, Including Agricultural

Chemistry, Aniral Nutrition, Physical Chemical Biology, Microbiology, Plant

Physiology. Comparative Biochemistry and Nutrition. At the present time

(1972) the Graduate Division at Berkeley recognizes 14 majors under Plan A

and 67 under Plan C. Of these 81 majors, 30 are group or Interdepartrwntal

majors. The latter Include Agricultural Chenlstry, Comparative Biochemistry,

Plant Physiology, microbiology, Molecular Biology, Environmental Health

Sciences, Logic and the Methodology of Science, Atmospheric and Space Science,

and Wood Science and Technology. In view of the wide diversity In the latter

It Is curious that the Graduate Council has been re1«ctant to recognize Food

Science as a program for the Ph.D. degree.
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Quallfled graduate students at Berkeley who are Interested In Food

Science are required to take their Ph.D. degree In Agricultural Chemistry,

Coinparativa Biochemistry, Plant Physiology, Microbiology or Nutrition.

In contrast, of over 40 colleges and universities In the United States with

graduate Food Science programs, 16 grant Ph.D. degrees In Food Science,

5 grant Ph.D. degrees In Food Science and Technology, and one In Food

Technology. The current trend now Is to Increase the number of Ph.D.

offerings in Food Science. The universities now offering Ph.D. programs In

Food Science Include Cornell, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Massachusetts and

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Michigan State, Oregon State, and

North Carolina. Honors degree courses in Food Science are available in

several British universities, and in Australia and Canada.

The curious reluctance of our Graduate Council, until recently, to

recognize Food Science as a field for the Ph.D. as well as the M.S. degree

is due largely to its concern that this is an applied field. While Food

Science like other Agricultural Sciences relies upon knowledge from other

fields of science It is within Itself a distinctive field of objective

Investigations. It has been so recognized by the Coimittee on Educational

Policy in Agriculture, recently established by the Agricultural Board of

the National Acadeiny of Sciences - National Research Council. Just as the

worthiness of Food Science as a field of scholarly inquiry and education

has been questioned so has that of Nutrition. While the basic sciences

bearing on nutrition are essentially those of physiology, biochemistry,

microbiology and pathology, nutrition is recognized as an entity in itself.

The scope and place of nutrition was discussed In sore detail in a recent

symposium on nutrition education. While the science of nutrition is not a
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baslc science. It still merits classification as a science not because of Its

basic nature but because* as Professor A, E. Harper stated so well, "it

brings to bear the tools of the basic sciences on a particular area of subject

matter.
"

Sir J. Arthur Thomson in discussing the nerits of geography in 1911

wrote "Worthy of note is the unthought-out objection which some ultra-

conservative educationists bring against geography, that It is not a well-

defined single science, but a combination of nany sciences for a particular

purpose. The description is correct that geography 1$ a circle cutting

many other circles, but this is precisely Its peculiar scientific merit

and virtue, that it expresses a unification or synthesis of complementary

disciplines.
'

The fact that Food Science is "applied" or "directed" science rather

than a "pure" science need not detract from it scholarllntss. Sir Cyril

Hinshelwood in his presidential address In 1965 to the Gritish Association

for the Advanceinent of Science pointed out that "the relation of pure

science to applied science is exceedingly subtle and complex. The urge to

explore, understand and depict nature is by no means the same thing as to

master and control it, nor are the relevant talents and abilities the same.

Some men of science have had a keen desire to see their discoveries turned

to practical account: others have been indifferent."

Sir Eric Ashby in his thought provoking essay on Universities and the

scientific revolution, "Technology and the Academics," 1959 pointed out

"it is the essence of the scientific method that the human element must be

ellntinated. Science does not dispense with values but it does eliminate

the variability of human response to values. It concerns Itself only with
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phcnoroena upon which all qualified observers aqree It describes, measures,

and classifies In such a way that variation due to human judgment Is

eliminated. Unlike science, technology concerns the applications of science

to the needs of man and society. Therefore technology Is Inseparable from

humanism. The technoloalst Is up to his neck In human problems whether he

likes It or not.
"

In the historical developnent of graduate fields of study at the

University of California, some fields have been Introduced to provide

chemists, bacteriologists or blochenlsts developing knowledge and teaching

In departmnts other than these to direct the training and research of their

graduate students. Thus the basic purpose of reviving Agricultural Chemistry

was to enable students In Insect toxicology, food chemistry, and wood

technology to pursue their graduate studies In chefrtlstry. Microbiology was

Introduced to Include workers In the field In departments other than

bacter1o1og.y. Comparative Biochemistry was Introduced to allow graduate

students Interested In general biochemistry rather than medical biochemistry

to pursue their graduate studies under Instructors In other departments.

Physical -chemical biology actually was developed to meet the Interests of

the students of one faculty member. In view of this history and the

Justification for the field presented In foregoing. It Is our hope that

Food Science too will be soon established and recognized as a worthy

graduate field of Inquiry.
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[Or. M. A. Joslyn was Involved In tht development of the Food Science

Program at Derkeley since 1927 as Research Assistant in Fruit Products*

then Instructor In Fruit Technology, Assistant Professor of Fruit Technology,

Associate Professor of Fruit Technology, and Professor of Food Technology.

He Is a graduate of U. C. B., with B.S. degree In Chemistry (1926),

M.S. deqree In Agricultural Technology (1928), and Ph.O. degree In

Chemistry (1935). He Introduced courses In Food Analysis, Biology of Yeast

(with E. H. Mrak), I'nit Operations, Enzyme Technology Into the program of

Food Science and proposed this nana for the field In 1948. He has been

active In the Institute of Food Technologists since Its foraatlon, and has

served on various conmlttees of the Northern California Section and also

as Its chalman. He has served on various comidttees of the national

organization and was President-Elect, 1964-1965, President, 1965-1966,

Past President, 1966-1967. He was awarded all three highest awards by

the organization. The International Award In 1961, the Babcock-Hart Award

In 1963, and the Nicholas Appert Award In 1966. ]
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California Wine Association, 19, 20, ^0, 71-72
Canners* League (of California), k2
Capone, Al, 3, 8
carbonated wines, 11-12, 38, 52-53
Chemistry, College of, Berkeley, 1, 96
Cherokee Vineyard Association, 55
China, work In, 92-93
Christian Brothers, 9, 59
Christie, Arthur W. , 85
Colman [Company], 95
Colonial Grape Products Compsmy, 5^
Community Grape Corporation, 54, 55
Concannon [Vineyard], 8, 3^
concentrate, 3, 6, 18, 35, 48, 49, 55, 60, 91
Conn, Donald, 5, 3I, 32, 37
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Cruess, William V., 1, 3, 18, 20, 21, 34, 47, 50, 5^, 71, 85,

86, 97, 98
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Daniel, John (Jr.), 19
Daniel, John (Sr. ,), 19
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dessert wines, 24, 26, 73, 75, 89
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dry wines, 13, 5O-51

Eighteenth Amendment, 2, 9, 11, 18, 19, 38, 39, ^1, ^2, 47, 49
Eoff, John, 48, 83
Eoff and Hartman test, 49
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Fessler, Julius, 3, 27
fining agents, 65, 66, 67
Flossfeder, Frledrlck C. , 18, 20
Food Technology, Division of, Berkeley, 18, 29
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Pood Products, College of Agriculture, Berkeley, 96-98
Food Science and Technology, Department of, 20, 85, 88
Food Science Executive Committee, 86
Fornl, Charles, 56
Promm and Slchel, 59
Fruit Industries [Ltd.]. 7» 32, 37, ^0, ^8, 5I*
Fruit Products, Division of, Berkeley, 18, 20, 22, 26, 50
Fruit Products Laboratory, 1, 33, 85

Gallo brothers [E. & J.]» 17
Garrett & Company, 9, ^, 54
Gentry International, Gllroy, 95
Gomberg, Lou [Louis R. ] , 63
Graduate Study Group in Food Science, 86
grape Juice, 6, 7, 8, 32, ^6, k?
grape products, 5, 32, ^9
Great Western (label), 7h
Guastl vineyards, 9
Guild (Wine Compeiny), 56

Hartmann, B.G., ^9
Healdsburg Machine Shop [Company], 2^, 82
Heubleln [Inc.], 63
Hilgard, Eugene W. , 1, 2

Hoover, Herbert, 32
Hutchison, Claude B. , 89

ion exchange resins , 67-68
Inglenook Winery, 19
Institute of Agricultural Research, Ireland, 9^
International VI ti cultural Conference, 81
Ireland, work in, 93-9^
Irish, John, 97
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Israeli wines, 91
Italian Swiss Colony, 17, 20, 21, 38
Italian Vineyard Company, 5^

Jaffa, Myer E. , ^7
Jones, Lee, 19, ^6, 55
Jordan winery, Zk
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Laboratory Examination of Wines « 26
Lawrenoe Warehouse Company, 2?
Lewis, Gilbert N. , 98
Lodl Winery, 55

Maokinney, Gordon, 85
malt syrup, 7» 36
Marine Resources, Institute of, 86
Mark, Phil, 2?
marketing, wine, 56
Marsh, George L. , 2, 3, 18, 23, 84
Marshall, L.K., 55
Martini Grape Products, 35
Martini, Louis M. , 12, 19, 3^, 35 t ^3
iia isaohusetts Institute of Technology, 8?
Masson, Paul (Winery), 81
"Matzka" process, h?
McBain, J.W. , 9?
McCharles, Carl H. , 4?
McKay, Father, 3^4-

Methods in Food Analysis Applied to Plant Products , 87
Mission Dry Corporation, 11, 52
Morrow, A.R. , I9, 32, 40, 42, 48
Morrow, A.R. (label), 48
Mrak, E. CEmil] M. , 18

Napa Cooperative Winery, 56
Niehaus, C» J.G., 71
Novitiate [winery] , 8

Nutritional Sciences, Department of, 85-86

Olcott, Harold [P.], 85, 86

Olmo, Harold P., 28, 80

onions, dehydrated, 95

Pabst breweries, 7

Pacottet, Paul, 2

penicillin, 28, 77
Perelll-Mlnettl, Antonio, 54
Perelli-Mlnettl (family), 44, 54
Petri, Louis, 57
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phenolic constituents, 69
PJlone family, J^4

Plrrone (P. & Sons, Winery), ^
"pop" wines, 6^
Powers, Lucius [Jr. ]f 19
Powers, Lucius, Sr. , 19
Prescott, Samuel Gate, 8?
Proctor, Bernard E. , 87
Prohibition, 3, ^, 6, 9, 1^, 15, 17, 33, 36, 37, 38, 39, ^1,

^8, 51, 79, 91
prorate, 30, 58

^^

Pulularis pulullans , see black yeast

raisin grapes, k, JO
raisin syrup, ^6
raisins, ^6,
red wines, 27, 28, 65, 73-7^, 82, 96
Repeal, 9, 16, 17, 18, 26, 37, 38, ^0, ^9, 76, 78
Rossi brothers, 38, ^4-1, 52
Rossi, Edmund (Ed), ^1
Rossi, Robert (Bob), ^1

sacramental wines, 2, 8, 17, 33, 3^, 35, ^0
Saywell, L.G., 18
Scavengers* [Protective] Association, San Francisco, 36
Schanderl, H. , 71
Schenley [Distilleries, Inc.], 63
Scientific Research Council, 90
Scott Laboratories, 3
Scrimshaw, Nevin S., 88
Shewan-Jones , 18, I9, ifl, ^6-^8, 55
Shewan, Mrs. J.A. , 46
Spice Islands [Company], 6I
"sprltz yayin," I6, 53
Sproul, Robert G. , 23
State Pair (California), 40
Stratemeyer, George E. , 93
sweet wines, I3, 51, 73

table grapes, 4
table wines, 26, 89
3.2 per cent alcoholic beverages, 10-11, 38, 52-53
Thunderbird (label), 64
Tokay yeast, 7
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Tressler, D.K. , 7^
Trl-Valley Growers and Packers, 27» 57
Twlght, Edmund H. , 18, 22, ^

[United States] Bureau of Internal Revenue, 7» 35» 36, ^8, 53
Iftilverslty of California, passim
University Extension, 20-21

Valley Foundry & Machine Works, Fresno, 24, 82
Vino Sano bricks, 3, 7, 8, 36
Virginia Dare (label), 9, 48
Viticulture, Division of, Davis, 18, 22, 26, 27f 28, 29, 84
Viticulture and Fruit Products, Division of, 1, 18, 33, 83, 85, 97
Volstead Act, 10, 31

warehousing, 26, 62
Welch's grape Juice, 5
Wente, Ernest, 34
Western Research Laboratory, 72
white wines, 27, 28, 53-54, 65, 70, 74, 81-82, 96
wine bricks, 3, 7, 8
wine grapes, 3» 31 » 32, 35 » 36
Wine Institute, ^, 37, 38, 55, 56, 78, 83
wine Jelly, 48, 49
wine syrup, 52
wine tasting, 40-44
wine tonics, 5-6, 40, 49
Wines and Vines « 95
wines, other than grape, 9

Winkler, Albert J., 18, 22

yeast cultures, 2-3
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wines Mentioned In the Interview

angelica, 2^, 73, 75
Astl Spumate, 12, ^5
Burgxindy , 79
Cabernet, 62, 6^
Cabernet Sauvignon, 28, 62, 80
Chablls, 79
ohampagne, 11, 12
Chenin blanc, l4
Emerald Riesling, 28

"heuriger,
"

12-13
Lacrima Chrlstl, J^5

Moscato Amablle, 12
muscatel, 2^, 75-76
Petite Sirah, 28
Pinot Chardonnay, 28, 70
Plnot nolr, 28

port, 13, 15, 23, 24, 74
sherry, 15, 24, 71-74
sherry, flor, 71, 72, 73
TokaJ , 75
Tokay, 73 » 75
Ugni blanc, 28

Zlnfandel, 27, 28

Grape Varieties Mentioned in the Interview

Alicante Bousohet, 4
Cabernet Sauvignon, 4, 62, 80

Carignane , 4
Concord, 46, 74, 91
Emerald Riesling, 28, 80
Purmint , 75
Muscat, 76
Muscat of Alexandria, 75
Muscatel varieties, 82
Petite Sirah, 4, 28
Pinot nolr, 4

Ruby Cabernet, 80

Scuppernong, 9, 48

Tokay, 46
Ugni blanc, 28
vinlfera, 46, 91
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